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 Abstract 
Light detection and ranging (lidar) has been applied in various forest applications, such as to 
retrieve forest structural information, to build statistical models for identification of tree species, 
and to monitor forest growth.  However, despite significant progress in these areas, the choice of 
regression approach and parameter tuning remains an ongoing critical question.  This study 
focused on choosing the right spatial generalization level to transform lidar point clouds to 2D 
images which can be further processed by mature image processing and pattern recognition 
approaches.  It also compared the prediction ability of popular machine learning algorithms 
applied to aboveground forest biomass estimation.  A neighborhood technique was employed to 
calculate lidar-derived height metrics which were used as predictors to estimate forest total 
biomass at the image object (or segment) level.  Three machine learning algorithms were tested 
to explore the relationship between the lidar-derived height metrics and biomass observed in situ.  
The height metrics were calculated as percentile heights and canopy coverage based on the lidar 
points falling within certain spatial extents (neighborhoods).  The effect of neighborhood size 
was examined by developing regression models using Support Vector Machine (SVM), Cubist, 
and Random Forest on images created by applying 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10, and 15-meter neighborhood.  
Experiments were conducted in two study sites, the Ozark Mountains of Arkansas and the 
Trinity River Basin of Texas, with significantly different landscapes, hardwood tree species, and 
lidar point distributions.  Regression models were constructed and evaluated with 10-fold cross 
validation.  Results showed that optimal neighborhood configurations depend on the lidar data 
and regression techniques that are applied.  The optimal model among all neighborhoods and 
algorithms achieved training accuracies of 0.988 and 0.990, and validation accuracies of 0.902 
and 0.853 (adjusted R2) at the two study sites respectively. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Forest study with lidar data 
Forest inventory is an accounting of trees over a well-defined land area (Scott & Gove, 
2002).  Tree population, tree volumes, species composition, additional growth, and forest 
structural variables are commonly measured and recorded by trained surveyors in sampling plots.  
Aboveground biomass is one growth parameter that can be directly measured with destructive 
methods (e.g., cutting, drying, and weighing) or can be indirectly deduced using allometric 
equations.  The purpose of measuring forest above-ground biomass includes, but not limited to, 
monitoring forest growth and estimating forest carbon storage.  Forests serve as a major carbon 
sink and it becomes ever critical in today to survey the carbon storage of forests over large areas. 
In forestry, above-ground biomass (AGB) is defined as the oven-dried mass of the above-
ground portion of tree groups (Bortolot & Wynne, 2005).  Forest biomass is one key parameter 
directly related to forest growth and forest carbon storage.  It can be derived from forest 
structural parameters or be directly measured using destructive methods.  Diameter at breast 
height (DBH) has been found to be highly correlated with biomass, and has been adopted in 
allometric equations to predict forest biomass.  Jenkins et al. developed consistent and 
generalizable biomass regression equations with meta-analysis aiming to “provide a consistent 
basis for evaluating forest biomass across regional boundaries” (Jenkins et al., 2003).  The 
Jenkins model consists of ten species-based national scale equations for estimating total above-
ground biomass from DBH in United States.  While these equations “are simple and consistent in 
format across the nation, they may not be sufficiently accurate for mid- to fine- scale analyses” 
(Zhou & Hemstorm, 2009).   
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Extensive field-measurements are typically reliable at the cost of being very resource 
intensive (Van Aardt et al., 2006).  Remote sensing provides alternative approaches for 
assessment on forest biophysical parameters.  Remotely-sensed data are less expensive and can 
meet the accuracy requirements of forest inventory.  Remote sensing products provide detailed 
information of target objects over large areas with limited data collecting time which makes them 
suitable to map biomass at fine scales over broad spatial extents (Clark et al., 2011).  On the 
other hand, ground-based measurements are typically used as the target variable in training 
regression models with remote sensing products as predictors. 
Two remote sensing products are commonly available for the purpose of forest inventory.  
One common approach has been optical remote sensing.  Forest inventory parameters (e.g. tree 
species, diameter at breast height, canopy coverage, and leaf area index) are correlated with 
electromagnetic reflectance characteristics revealed by digital images of moderate to high spatial 
resolution.  Time series optical image analysis, including forest land surface phenology, can 
further support discovery of spatial-temporal changes of forest growth.  High spatial resolution 
digital images offer accurate locational information which can be used to identify individual 
trees.  Vegetation indices derived from hyperspectral and multispectral images have been 
employed to predict leaf area index, tree species, canopy coverage and other forest parameters.  
Land use and land cover data derived from digital images are useful ancillary data for forest 
management.  Previous studies showed that remote sensing imagery has limited ability in 
investigating forest structural and growth parameters but can significantly increase the accuracy 
of individual tree identification.  This may stem from the insufficient ability of remote sensing 
imagery to survey sub-canopies.   
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In contrast to aerial imaging techniques, light detection and ranging (lidar) samples 3D 
structures of targets, and usually provides higher accuracy when applied for forest biomass 
estimation than digital images.  The biomechanical and ecological links between forest biomass 
and the vertical structure of forest woody components make it possible to estimate biomass from 
a lidar point cloud.  Previous studies have detected strong correlation between lidar metrics and 
forest above-ground biomass (e.g. Drake et al., 2003; Popescu et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011).  
Lidar is well-suited for the purpose of investigating the vertical and horizontal structures of 
forests.  By counting the elapsed time of each returned laser pulse and recording the plane 
coordinate of each return, lidar point clouds are considered as real 3D models of the forests 
under study.  Also, the unique capability of lidar penetrating into tree crowns leads to its wide 
application in describing the crown structure.   
The distribution of laser canopy heights is linearly correlated with the vertical distribution 
of leaf area (Magnussen & Boudewyn, 1998) and can thus be applied to estimate biomass over a 
range of forest types at the stand and plot level (Lim & Treitz, 2004).   The distribution of leaf 
area can be transformed into the distribution of leaf mass using specific leaf weight ratios. Above 
ground biomass is highly correlated with component biomass which is highly correlated with 
leaf area and leaf mass. Therefore, lidar-derived metrics are able to predict the total biomass.  
Percentile heights, which directly correspond to percentiles of laser canopy heights, are one set 
of such metrics.  
The well-known canopy height model (CHM), which has been widely used to indicate 
tree height distributions, is a special case of percentile heights.  CHM is a single band surface 
model that in a canopy may be conceptualized as pixel values representing the 100th percentile 
(or maximum) height of lidar points.  Though other percentiles are not included in CHM, it has 
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shown satisfactory capability to describe the forest canopies and to locate individual stems.  The 
significant correlation between tree height and tree crown width justifies the use of CHM for 
locating individual trees and estimating tree biomass and other structural parameters at either 
individual tree- or plot-level (Wynne & Bortolot, 2005; Popescu et al., 2004; Popescu et al., 
2003).  CHM also provides a way to correct the slope-induced bias (Figure 1).  
Percentile heights are discrete summary statistics of the tree structure within certain 
spatial units.  Whereas, pseudo-waveforms offer an alternative way to describe the structural 
information in the form of continuous curves.  Thus, existing signal processing techniques can be 
applied for either comparing tree growth across different spatial units or extracting features for 
building regression models.  Metrics derived from pseudo-waveforms are considered to be 
related to biomass and canopy coverage (Muss et al., 2011).  A pseudo-waveform may provide a 
more stable description of vertical distribution of tree components within a certain spatial unit 
than the percentile heights since it reconstructs the laser height distribution as a continuous 
function. Height metrics derived from discrete returns can be regarded as an approximation to 
waveforms (Van Aardt et al., 2006). 
   
Figure 1 Slope-induced bias. 
 
A lidar point cloud is regarded as an irregular sample of the target object.  One common 
practice to exploit the structural information carried by lidar data is to generalize the original 
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data to images.  Pixel values of such images are lidar-derived metrics designed for describing the 
distribution of lidar points within certain spatial units.  Percentile height layers and canopy 
height models are examples of such generalized products.  These images could be confidently 
used to examine the correlation between target forest biophysical variables and lidar-derived 
metrics and construct regression models at various scales.   
To generate useful image products, the lidar data need to be classified.  Lidar 
classification refers to assigning a unique classification code to each lidar point.  The ASPRS 
LAS file format standards define 11 classes which have been widely adopted by lidar data 
processing softwares (Table 1).  In this study, only points classified as high vegetation and 
ground were used to generate lidar height metric layers. 
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Table 1 ASPRS standard lidar point classes. 
Classification Code Classification Name 
0 Created, never classified 
1 Unclassified 
2 Ground 
3 Low Vegetation 
4 Medium Vegetation 
5 High Vegetation 
6 Building 
7 Low Point (noise) 
8 Model Key-point (mass point) 
9 Water 
10 Reserved for ASPRS Definition 
11 Reserved for ASPRS Definition 
12 Overlap Points 
13-31 Reserved for ASPRS Definition 
(Adapted from ASPRS LAS 1.1/1.2 Format Standard) 
 
With the classification information and return number, digital elevation models and 
canopy height models with various spatial resolutions could be derived.  Using lidar point 
attributes and spatial query, lidar points falling within certain spatial units and complying with 
certain criteria can be extracted from the lidar point clouds.  A set of statistics can be calculated 
to describe lidar points’ z-value distributions including but not limited to maximum, minimum, 
mean, skewness, kurtosis, and ratios between points of different classification codes.  Such 
statistics refer to lidar-derived metrics.   
Applying the query-description process, height metric image layers can be derived.  A 
neighborhood technique is one approach capable of producing lidar metric image layers of 
various spatial resolution and generalization extents.  The technique requires three parameters to 
determine the image resolution and generalization extent: grid spacing, neighborhood shape and 
neighborhood size.  For example, to produce a 1 by 1 m maximum height layer, the grid spacing 
and neighborhood size should be set as 1 meter.  The neighborhood shape should be square.  
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Then, spatial queries are performed to find the maximum z-value within each 1 m² cell.  This 
study used such neighborhood technique to derive lidar height metric layers from classified lidar 
point clouds.   
Biomass estimations have been conducted at scales of pixel level, plot level, segment 
level and individual tree level.  It might be argued that the individual tree level offers the most 
accurate and physically meaningful results.  Forest biophysical parameters estimated at this level 
can be easily aggregated to larger scales.  However, identifying individual trees brings additional 
errors and requires additional reference data.  Accuracy of individual tree identification is 
constrained by the accuracy of positioning techniques, the availability of reference data, the 
performance of tree-finding algorithms, and the forest structure under study.   
The segment level estimation is an efficient alternative to the individual tree level.  The 
purpose of image segmentation is to group individual pixels into image objects that correspond 
to real objects.  This technique has been applied on images of various scales from small-size 
photographs to satellite images covering large spatial extents.  Several algorithms have been 
developed to find objects from given image layers.  The general idea is to group adjacent pixels 
with similar attributes (color, texture, contextual information and other image features) into 
objects.  Thus, image segmentation is different from unsupervised image classification which 
does not take into account spatial correlation.  One specific algorithm being widely used for 
segmenting canopy height models is the multi-resolution image segmentation implemented by 
the commercial software eCognition.  This algorithm employs a bottom-up process to connect 
pixels according to their spectral and geometric similarity.   
Three dimensional viewing techniques allow for rendering lidar points directly or 
constructing 3D objects and animations using lidar data. For example, modelling individual trees 
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in forests. On the other hand, lidar points are traditionally used to produce surface images (e.g. 
digital elevation model, percentile height images) whose pixels are elevations or height values. 
The mean of pixel values in a plot is taken as an attribute for the plot.  A third way is to identify 
individual trees, calculate height metrics for each tree, average over all trees then assign the 
result as a lidar height metric for that plot.  Plots are then compiled as cases to build and test 
regression models.  Lidar height metrics can also be calculated for each pixel.  In this situation, a 
pixel needs to be large enough to encapsulate enough lidar points for calculating height metrics, 
but should also be small enough to capture spatial variation.  As lidar technique advances, data 
with very high point densities become available.  Lidar height metric images with fine spatial 
resolution can be used as inputs for image segmentation.  Dense points also allow for identifying 
individual trees with high accuracy.  
Plot size commonly varies from 300 m² to 900 m².  A plot is regarded as a sample of the 
entire study site.  Due to the cost of forest field survey, the number of plots is always limited.  
Thus, knowledge on the study site is required to make unbiased sampling.  Additionally, it is 
common to include plots with no trees for AGB estimation as a baseline.  This study incorporates 
two study sites with different dominant tree species and landscapes.  Field measurements were 
conducted in a total of 45 forest inventory plots. 
Airborne lidar data traditionally cover much smaller area compared to satellite images.  
The limited spatial coverage results in limited study area.  Thus, most forest studies using lidar 
data focused on local variations.  Regression models could only be reliably applied on forests 
with similar growth environment, tree species and tree age.  Thus, the models are limited to local 
forests.   
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Though regression models are hard to be applied across study sites, the methods used to 
process lidar data and train models are exchangeable.  Previous local efforts have constructed a 
big set of processing and computing components that could be recombined to fit the need of new 
local studies.  Moreover, lidar data availability is expanding rapidly in terms of both decreased 
prices and enlarged data coverage.   
1.2 Study objectives 
This study employed three popular machine learning techniques to build regression 
models for estimating forest above-ground biomass at two study sites: the Ozark National Forest 
(ONF) and the Trinity River (TR).  The whole process include (1) calculate lidar height metrics, 
(2) identify homogeneous forest units by image segmentation, and (3) use image segments as 
training data for building regression models. 
Parameters for image segmentation, machine learning algorithms and the neighborhood 
technique need to be specifically tuned each time they are applied.  These parameters involve 
neighborhood shape and size and grid spacing for the neighborhood technique, the C and sigma 
parameter for SVM, the number of committees and neighbors for Cubist regress tree, and 
number of variables randomly sampled at each split for Random Forest.  More details about 
parameter tuning and model construction are discussed in section 3.3.4. 
This study assumed that the field data is representative of the study sites.  By examining 
model performance under different situation (different parameter combinations), this study 
explored the process of extracting useful structural information from lidar point could.  The 
mechanism between parameter selection and predicting accuracy was also examined.  In addition 
to estimating biomass for the two study sites, this study aimed to provide a data-driven approach 
with minimum human intervention on applying lidar in forest studies.   
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Study objectives include (1) compare the performance of biomass estimation models built 
with different algorithms and inputs; (2) select the most feasible neighborhood size for each 
study site and explore the influence of this parameter; and (3) construct an automated data-driven 
approach to biomass for utilizing lidar data.   
2.  Literature Review 
2.1 Image segmentation 
Image segmentation refers to the process of grouping image pixels.  Each group is 
expected to represent a meaningful object.  Some statistics, referred to as object attributes, are 
calculated for each group.  Usually, the mean of pixel values are taken for further analysis.  
Segmentation is commonly regarded as the pre-step for image classification.  Object-level image 
classification, unlike individual pixel based classification, accounts for spatial auto-correlation 
and image texture.  Thus, pixels belonging to the same object but occupy very different digital 
numbers are more likely to be correctly classified.   
This study adopted the object-based method to detect homogeneous forest unit within 
each plot.  Homogeneous units are defined as spaces occupying the same attributes including 
DBH, canopy cover, height, crown closure and biomass.  The segmentation process 
automatically detected such homogeneous units by maximizing between group variances and 
minizing within group variances.  This optimization process differs from unsupervised image 
classification algorithms by the constraint that only spatially connected pixels get grouped. 
Multiresolution image segmentation is a bottom-up region growing algorithm developed 
by Baatz & Schäpe (2000) and implemented by the commercial software eCognition.  The 
algorithm calculates a heterogeneity measure for each object starting with single pixels and 
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iteratively merges objects while minimizing heterogeneity gain.  At each step two objects are 
grouped into one larger object.  The heterogeneity measure increases at each merge.   
Among all adjacent objects of an object A, the algorithms searches for the object B which 
brings the least heterogeneity gain when merged with A.  The algorithm then examines all 
adjacent objects of B and selects object C to merge with B.  A and B will be actually merged if C 
equals to A.  The heterogeneity gain can be viewed as a cost of merging.  It grows from 0 to very 
large values as the algorithm iteratively merges objects.  When the cost of merging becomes 
larger than a pre-defined threshold, the scale parameter, the corresponding merge will not be 
made.  Thus, the threshold determines the largest size of objects and also the possible number of 
merges.   
Baatz and Schäpe also defined the heterogeneity measure and cost of merging which they 
named the degree of fitting.  The heterogeneity measure of one object consists of two elements: 
spectral heterogeneity and form heterogeneity.   
For a single band, spectral heterogeneity equals to the standard deviation of pixel values.  
Let h1 denote the single band heterogeneity of object A, h2 denote the single band heterogeneity 
of object B, hm denote the single band heterogeneity of the merged object, n1 denote the number 
of pixels in object A, n2 denote the number of pixels in object B, and hdiff denote the cost of 
fitting.  Thus, 
hdiff = h𝑚 −
h1 ∗ n1 + h2 ∗ n2
n1 + n2
 
or equivalently, 
hdiff = (n1 + n2) ∗ hm − (n1 ∗ h1 + n2 ∗ h2) = n1 ∗ (hm − h1) + n2 ∗ (hm − h2) 
This definition can be extended to any number of channels c, each with a weight wc:  
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hdiff = ∑ wc(n1 ∗ (hmc − h1c) + n2 ∗ (hmc − h2c))
𝑐
 
Object size is linearly correlated with the number of pixels it contains.  The merged 
object contains exactly (n1 + n2) pixels.  This is compatible with the fact that objects are 
sequential subset.   
Form heterogeneity consists of two elements: compactness and smoothness.  Object 
compactness hcompact is defined as 
l
√n
, where l dotes the factual length of an object and n is the 
object size in pixels.  Object smoothness hsmooth is calculated as 
l
b
, where b is the shortest 
possible edge length given by the bounding box b of the object (Baatz & Schape).  It is worth 
noting that this algorithm can be easily extended by using additional heterogeneity measures. 
2.2 Regression algorithms 
Relationships between real-world objects are the basis of estimating unknown situations 
or unobservable scenarios.  Forest total biomass can be most accurately measured by field survey 
and lab analysis.  However, the time and labor cost of this method is high.  Additionally, this 
method limits the sample size and is not feasible for collecting data in unreachable zones.  Most 
remote sensing techniques collect information (e.g. backscattered electromagnetic radiations) of 
objects inside interested areas with large spatial coverage rapidly.  After careful processing, the 
remotely sensed information are transformed to variables (e.g. band reflectivity, coordinates, 
terrain heights, distances) stored in tables or data frames which could be used as inputs to various 
data mining tools.   
Data mining techniques, ranging from ordinary least squares regression to artificial neuro 
networks have been closely combined with remotely sensed data to explore relationships 
between objects and to predict future trends.  Forest total biomass has been proved to be 
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correlated with diameter at breast height, crown coverage and tree height.  These relationships 
are determined by the biophysical characteristics of trees.  Since forest physical structures are 
much easier to be measured by current remote sensing techniques, they have been widely used to 
estimate chemical attributes which are difficult or impossible to be measured without lab 
analysis. 
It is desirable to select appropriate data mining tools to build regression models for 
biomass estimation.  Machine learning provides a set of algorithms that are feasible for detecting 
data structures and building predictive models since they do not rely on data distribution 
assumptions.  Three supervised learning algorithms were employed in this study: regression tree, 
random forest and support vector machine.  In this section, a brief summary of the three data 
mining techniques is included. 
2.2.1 Cubist 
Decision trees represent a big family of tree structured classifiers and prediction tools 
which share the same principle.  Many of them can be applied on both classification and 
regression problems.  When the target variable is continuous, regression trees are built.  When 
discrete class labels are to be predicted, classification trees are built.  The input data for model 
training and testing are usually structured data frames with one target variable and several 
predictors.  Most tree-structured classifiers or regression models are built using the same general 
procedure: growing a tree to its maximum size, pruning the tree, then testing its performance.  
Every group of tree-structured classifiers occupies a unique splitting rule, impurity measure, and 
pruning strategy. 
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Cubist is a regression tree algorithm developed by RuleQuest Research.  It is an 
extension of Quinlan’s M5 rule-based model (Max Kuhn et al., 2012).  It was designed 
specifically for regression problems.  Its counterpart for classification problems is the 
classification tree C5 which was also developed by RuleQuest Research. 
M5 was proposed in Quinlan (1992) as a constructor of “tree-based piecewise linear 
models” (Quinlan 1992).  Each leaf of a tree built by M5 can hold either a value or a multivariate 
linear model.  Models trees constructed using M5 consist of a certain number of linear functions 
specifically fitted for a relatively small partition of the original data.  M5 trees learn efficiently 
from data with up to hundreds of attributes and produce more accurate predictions.  Input data 
for M5 is a data frame with user-specified attributes.  Each row is a pair of predicting variables 
and one target variable.  The prediction variables can be either discrete or continuous.   
When constructing a model tree, M5 firstly grows a maximum tree then prunes it back for 
lowest generalization error.  Let (𝐱𝐢, yi), i=1,2,3…,m denote input data, where 𝐱i is a data vector 
contacting predicting values of case i, yi is the associated target value.  The impurity measure or 
error measure for regression trees, used by M5 is the standard deviation.  Therefore, node t’s 
impurity measure is calculated by 
Sd(t)  = √
1
𝑁(𝑡)
∑ (yn − yt̅)2
𝒙𝑛∈t
 
A tree is initialized as a single root node containing all training data.  Some tests are 
generated to affiliate each case to a subset according to the test results.  The tests are splitting 
rules.  Each splitting rule is a single question examining whether a predicting value of a case 
belongs to some subsets.  All possible tests are applied, and the one generating the maximum 
impurity decline is used to actually split the node.  For a node t, impurity decline is computed as: 
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∆Sd(t) = Sd(t) − ∑ P(ti) ∗ Sd(ti)
i
 
P(ti) =
|ti|
|t|
 
where ti are descendent nodes of t, and |t| is the number of training cases in node t.  The splitting 
process is recursively performed on each node, until certain terminate conditions are satisfied. 
All cases within a node are used to fit a multivariate linear model using attributes that 
appear in the splitting rules or be used to fit any linear models in the subtree of this node.  M5 
then compares the accuracy of the linear model of a node with the accuracy of the node’s 
subtree.  That is, a node’s predicting performance is compared with its subtree.  The accuracy of 
a linear model is measured by multiplying the mean of its predicting residue with 
(n + v) (n − v)⁄  in which n denotes the number of training cases and v denotes the number of 
model parameters.  M5 also eliminates model parameters to minimize training error.  The 
algorithm searches for the attributes (predicting variables) with little contribution to a linear 
model.  In some cases, all variables are removed leaving only a constant (Quinlan 1992).  Once 
the initial maximum tree has been constructed, M5 starts to prune beginning at the near-bottom 
nodes.  Each non-leaf node is examined to see if its predicting accuracy is larger than its subtree.  
If so, its subtree is pruned and the non-leaf node is turned to a leaf node, otherwise, the subtree is 
kept.   
M5 adopts a smoothing technique to improve predicting accuracy.  Consider a novel case 
falling within a leaf node t.  The path linking t with the root node t0 is S.  Let ni denote the 
number of training cases in t, PV(t) denote the predicted value at the leaf node t, and M(ti) 
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denote the predicted value given by the linear model inside an intermediate node ti on S.  Then 
the smoothed predicted value for this novel case is: 
PV =
ni × PV(t) + k × M(ti)
ni + k
 
where k is a smoothing constant (Quinlan 1992).  
Like M5, Cubist also generates a linear multivariate model or a constant value for each 
leaf node.  It partitions the input data and fits a local linear model for each data subset instead of 
producing a general linear model for all the data.  Therefore, the data partitioning carried by the 
splitting rules makes the two algorithms able to handle non-linear relationships without priori 
assumptions of data distributions.  Quinlan additionally proposed a method to combine instance-
based and model-based learning for better model performances.  This technique can be applied 
on various algorithms which aim to build regression models.  Both Cubist and M5 adopt the 
technique.  In instance-based learning, a set of prototypes are generated to represent the training 
data.  A prototype may be one of the training cases, or it may be a hypothetical case computed 
from several training cases (Quinlan 1993).  A novel case is classified or predicted by finding its 
similar prototypes and use their target values in some way.  On the other hand, explicit 
generalizations of the training cases are constructed in model-based learning (Quinlan 1993).   
For a training set (𝐱i, yi), the model-based approach constructs a model M while the 
instance-based approach generates a number of prototypes 𝐩i.  For an unseen case z, M(z) is the 
predicted value given by the model.  The similarities between z and the prototypes are also 
measured and prototype values on the target variable (V(𝐩i)) are combined in some way to 
generate a predicted value for z.  The model M can be used to predict the difference between 
target values of prototypes and z: 
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M(𝐩i) − M(𝐳) 
then the target value of a prototype can be adjusted using the above calculation result: 
V(𝐩i) − (M(𝐩i) − M(𝐳)) 
the two approaches are combined in such way and the adjusted prototype values are considered 
to be better predictors than the original values.   
When composite models are determined to be sued in Cubist, the algorithm finds the n 
training cases that are closet to each novel case.  Then, it calculates model predictions for the 
novel case z and its nearest prototypes: M(z), M(𝐩i), i=1,2,…,n.  The difference between the 
predicted target values of z and 𝐩i is M(𝐳) − M(𝐩i).  The adjusted prototype target values, 
V(𝐩i) + M(𝐳) − M(𝐩i) , are then averaged to give a prediction on z.  The model M used by 
Cubist is the Cubist regression tree.  Cubist can also implement committee models which consist 
of a set of regression trees.  Each committee member predicts the target value for a case and their 
predictions are averaged to produce the final prediction.  The first committee model equals to the 
model generated without using the committee technique.  Succeeding models all attempt to 
compensate for the prediction errors of previous models.  The number of nearest training cases 
and committee members are two parameters need to be tuned when building regression trees 
using Cubist.   
2.2.2 Random forest 
Random Forest is an expansion to the regression tree techniques.  A combination of 
regression tree predictors are developed in a random “forest”, where each tree is built on a 
random sample (with replacement) of observations.  The following discussions on Random 
Forest are cited and summarized from the online material maintained by Breiman and Cutler. 
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The training sample used for building a single tree contains N cases (N equals to the 
number of total training cases).  Pruning is not adopted, thus, each tree grows to its maximum 
size.  A subset of features is also randomly selected for each tree.  Usually, the number of 
features selected at a tree equals to log(M)+1, where M is the total number of features.  Single 
tree’s performance influences the overall performance of the forest.  Besides, the classifier’s 
error rate increases as correlations between individual trees increase.  Approximately one third of 
the training sample is extracted to form the “OOB data” (out-of-bag data) at each individual 
classifier.  OOB data are not used to train single tree classifiers, instead, they are used as 
validation sets to get unbiased estimates of single trees’ classification errors, thus, no separate 
testing sets or cross validation is needed.  For the entire forest, a validation classification is 
generated for each case on about one third of the trees.  The class with highest vote every time a 
case is in OOB is taken as the predicted value for that case.  The rates of misclassification over 
all cases are averaged to get the OOB error estimate.   
The OOB data are also used to calculate variable importance.  Random Forest permutes 
the values of variable m for each tree’s OOB data and runs the single tree classifier on the altered 
data.  The resultant predicting accuracy is subtracted from the predicting accuracy of the 
untouched OOB data.  The average of this difference over all trees in the forest is the raw 
importance score of m.  Variable importance enables feature selection in Random Forest.  The 
whole classifier can be updated by running the algorithm again using variables with high 
importance only. 
Random Forest also generates an N×N matrix each time it runs.  The matrix measures the 
proximity of each pair of data in the training set.  After a single tree classifier has been 
constructed, all data associated with this tree (both training and OOB cases) are classified by the 
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tree.  The proximity of two cases is increased by one when they fall into the same leaf node of 
this tree.  This procedure is applied on all trees, and the proximities are normalized by dividing 
by the number of trees.  Proximity matrices are used to solve missing data problems and locating 
outliers.   
Each tree only separates the observations with limited dimensions (features), but the 
forest as a whole performs quite well on the entire feature space.  Random forest is a high-
precision classifier with the ability to handle large inputs and to evaluate feature importance.  It 
produces stable classification or regression results even with missing values in the inputs.  Since 
only randomly selected cases and features are used to build each tree, the classic over-fitting 
problem is limited.  Besides, Random Forest is fast.  When being applied to regression problems, 
the predictions of a random forest are equal to the average of the predictions given by all trees 
inside the forest. 
2.2.3 Support vector machine 
Support vector machine is a statistical learning technique originally designed for binary 
classification.  It learns from the training data and attempts to make correct predictions on novel 
data.  It contains variants focusing on binary classification, outlier detection, or regression.  As a 
supervised data mining tool, training data are required to build classifiers based on SVM.  Input 
data for SVMs are compiled as data frame with columns as attributes and rows as cases.  Each 
case could be viewed as an input vector x paired with a class label.  SVM learns well from data 
showing nonlinear relationships between the target variable and predicting variables.  The 
equations below are adapted from Colin et al. (2011). 
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For binary classification, the two classes are usually labeled by +1 and -1.  The training 
data could be viewed as labeled data points in input space.  SVM aims to find a hyper plane such 
that all data points labeled by +1 would be on one side of the plane and the other on the other 
side.  The hyper plane should also occupy the maximum distance from the two classes of labeled 
points.  The closest points on both sides of the plane have most influence on the position of this 
separating hyper plane.  These points are called support vectors.  The separating hyper plane 
could be written as 
𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b = 0 
where b is the offset of the hyper plane from the origin in input space, x are points located within 
the hyper plane, and w is the normal to the hyper plane. 
The input training data set for a binary classification task involves m input vectors 𝒙𝑖, 
each is a case or data point having corresponding class labels 𝑦𝑖=±1.  Define a decision function 
f(x) = sign(𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b) 
The decision function is invariant under any positive rescaling of the arguments inside 
the sign function.  Thus, implicitly define a scale for (w,b) by setting 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b = 1 for the 
closest points on one side and 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b = −1 for the closest on the other side.  The hyper planes 
passing through 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b = 1 and 𝐰 ∙ 𝐱 + b = −1 are called canonical hyper planes, and the 
region between them is called the margin band.  The distance between the two canonical hyper 
planes is 
2
‖𝐰‖2
 
define margin as 
γ =
1
‖𝐰‖2
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which equals to half of the distance between canonical planes.  The generalization error bound 
on unseen cases could be minimized by maximizing the margin γ, the minimal distance between 
the hyper plane separating the two classes and the closest data points to the hyper plane.  Thus, 
the basic objective of SVM is to minimize 
‖𝒘‖2
2
2
 
subject to 
 yi(𝐰 ∙ 𝐱i + b) ≥ 1, ∀i 
The above formulation can be reduced to minimization of the primal Lagrange function: 
L(𝐰, b) =
1
2
(𝒘 ∙ 𝒘) − ∑ 𝛼𝑖(𝑦𝑖(𝐰 ∙ 𝒙𝑖 + b)
𝑚
𝑖=1 − 1) 
𝛼𝑖 are Lagrange multipliers, 𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0.  Take the derivatives with respect to b and w:  
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑏
= − ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
= 0 
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝒘
= 𝒘 − ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
𝒙𝑖 = 0 
solving w and substituting it back into L(w,b) results in the dual objective function: 
W(𝛂) = ∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
−
1
2
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝛼𝑗
𝑚
𝑖,𝑗=1
𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑗(𝒙𝑖 ∙ 𝒙𝑖) 
maximizing W(𝛂) with respect to the constraints 𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0, ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑦𝑖 = 0
𝑚
𝑖=1  equals to minimizing 
L(w,b). 
The input data may not be linearly separable.  SVM uses a kernel function to map the 
original data into a feature space of higher dimensionality.  In the mapped space, the data 
become linearly separable, and a hyper plane could be found to separate the two classes.  The 
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generalization error bound would not be affected by the dimensionality of the space.  The 
mapping function which maps data points to the new space is implicitly defined in  
𝐱i ∙ 𝐱j → Φ(𝐱i) ∙ Φ(𝐱j) 
the kernel function K(𝐱i, 𝐱j) = Φ(𝐱i) ∙ Φ(𝐱j) determines that the feature space must be an inner 
product space.  After a kernel function has been selected, the learning process involves 
maximization of the object function: 
W(𝛂) = ∑ αi
m
i=1
−
1
2
∑ αiαj
m
i,j=1
yiyjK(𝐱i, 𝐱i) 
subject to  
𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0, ∀i 
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑦𝑖 = 0
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
The offset b is calculated by solving the equation:  
b = −
1
2
( max
𝑖|𝑦𝑖=−1
(∑ 𝛼𝑗𝑦𝑗K(𝐱i, 𝐱i)
𝑚
𝑗=1
) + max
𝑖|𝑦𝑖=+1
(∑ 𝛼𝑗𝑦𝑗K(𝐱i, 𝐱i)
𝑚
𝑗=1
)) 
Thus, to construct a binary classifier, SVM puts training data into W(α) and solve the 
optimization problem.  The optimum offset 𝑏∗ is calculated from the optimum Lagrange 
multipliers 𝛼𝑖
∗ using the equation above.  The optimum w is calculated by  
𝐰∗ = ∑ 𝛼𝑖
∗𝑦𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
Φ(𝐱i) 
 Thus, for an input vector z outside the training set, its class is predicted based on the sign of the 
function: 
u = ∑ αi
∗
m
i=1
yiK(𝐱i, 𝐳) + b
∗ 
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𝐰∗ and 𝐛∗ determine a separating hyper plane.  Data points lying closest to this plane are support 
vectors.  These data points have 𝛼𝑖
∗ > 0 while other points have 𝛼𝑖
∗ = 0.  Therefore, the 
separating hyperplane and the decision function are only influenced by the support vectors.   
Additionally, to handle imperfect training data, a variant of the previous process has been 
developed which is called soft margins.  A box constraint 0 ≤ αi ≤ C is introduced, and a slack 
variable 𝜖𝑖 is added to the original condition.  Therefore, the optimization task transforms to  
minimizing  
1
2
𝐰 ∙ 𝐰 + C ∑ 𝜀𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
subject to 
yi(𝐰 ∙ 𝐱i + b) ≥ 1 − 𝜀𝑖 
The modified optimization statement allows, but penalizes, incorrect classification.  It 
requires that both ∑ 𝜀𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1  and ‖𝐰‖
2 to be minimized.  If 𝜀𝑖 > 0 then the object function 
becomes:  
L(𝐰, b, α, ε) =
1
2
𝐰 ∙ 𝐰 + C ∑ εi
m
i=1
− ∑ αi
m
i=1
(𝑦𝑖(𝒘 ∙ 𝒙𝑖 + 𝑏) − 1 + 𝜀𝑖) − ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝜀𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
where 
αi ≥ 0 
ri ≥ 0 
Let ui denote the object value: 
ui = ∑ αiyiK(𝐱𝐣, 𝐱𝐢) − b
m
j
 
then  
ri = yiui 
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at the optimum, the derivatives with respect to w, b, 𝜀 now turn into 
∂L
∂𝐰
= 𝐰 − ∑ αiyi𝐱i = 0
m
i=1
 
∂L
∂b
= ∑ αiyi = 0
m
i=1
 
∂L
∂𝜀𝑖
= C − αi − 𝑟𝑖 = 0 
patterns with 0 < αi < C is referred to as non-bound while α𝑖 = 0 or αi = 𝐶 are at-bound.  The 
KKT conditions are:  
𝑟𝑖𝜀𝑖 = 0 
and  
αi(yi(𝐰 ∙ 𝒙𝒊 + b) − 1 + 𝜀𝑖) = 0 
The dual object function turns into: 
maximizing 
W(𝛂) = ∑ αi
m
i=1
−
1
2
∑ αiαj
m
i,j=1
yiyjK(𝐱i, 𝐱i) 
subject to  
C ≥ 𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0, ∀i 
∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑦𝑖 = 0
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
the KKT constraints could be written as: 
αi = 0 ↔  yiui ≥ 1 
0 < αi < C ↔ yiui = 1 
αi = C ↔ yiui ≤ 1 
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the slake variables do not appear in the soft-margin dual objective formulation.  The offset b is 
calculated by  
b = yk − ∑ αiyi(𝐱i ∙ 𝐱k)
m
i=1
 
on all non-bound data points.  For a novel case, its object value u is calculated, and its class label 
is determined by the sign of u. 
Several parameters need to be tuned when constructing a SVM classifier.  Choosing a 
kernel function has been proved to be important since input data need to be correctly mapped 
into a feature space.  Commonly, Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernels are used.  The sigma 
parameter for this kind of kernel also needs to be tuned.  The penalty parameter C determines the 
balance between training error and generalization error.  A large C represents a high penalty for 
misclassified points.  It affects the trade-off between complexity and frequency of error.   
2.3 Review of previous studies 
Previous studies employed the similar workflow to derive distribution statistics from 
discrete-return lidar data.  Large footprint waveform lidar data have been largely applied to 
estimate forest biophysical characteristics at the plot-level.  Small footprint airborne discrete 
return lidar provides more details and have been used to model the forest structure at finer scales.  
Discrete-return lidar data with high point density make it possible to simulate continuous z-value 
distribution within spatial units.  Many research have been done to develop algorithms for lidar 
classification, tree detection, and model construction under various environmental conditions. 
Drake et al., (2002) explained the advantages of large footprint waveform lidar and 
predicted quadratic mean stem diameter, basal area, and above ground biomass using lidar height 
metrics at both the plot level (2500-5000m²) and footprint level (500m²).  They found that the 
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height of median energy (the height where curve area equals to half the total area) was the best 
single predictor for above ground biomass.  The R² value of the regression model predicting 
above ground biomass was 0.73 at the footprint level and 0.93 at the plot level.  They also 
explained that footprint level relationships were weaker than plot level because of large local 
variance of forest structure at the footprint scale and geolocation errors.   
Regression models developed for one study location usually cannot be used in another 
location with significantly different environmental conditions and tree species.  Drake et al. 
(2003) examined the generality of the relationships between lidar height metrics and forest 
characteristics.  Stem diameter was measured and used to estimate above-ground biomass for 
sample plots located in two study areas: a tropical moist forest area in Panama and a tropical wet 
forest area in Costa Rica.  The two study locations have different average rainfall amount.  Two 
metrics were derived from lidar waveforms falling within each sample plot: canopy height and 
height of median energy (HOME).  Simple linear equations were developed between plot-level 
lidar-metrics and ground-based quadratic stem diameter (QMSD), basal area and estimated 
above-ground biomass (EAGB).  ANOVA was employed to examine the differences between 
regression equations fitted for each site.  HOME was found to be strongly correlated with 
EAGB, QMSD and basal area in both study areas.  Regression model linking EAGB and HOME 
was more divergent than the regression models linking HOME and the other two forest structural 
parameters.  They concluded that the “differences in the lidar-biomass relationships at the two 
study areas are primarily the result of the different allometric relationships between stem 
diameter and above-ground biomass” in the two study areas.   
Riggins et al. (2009) estimated forest above-ground biomass from lidar-derived percentile 
heights.  Field measurements were taken in 12 ground reference plots.  Total above ground 
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biomass density (kg/m²) was derived for each plot.  A 10 x 10 m neighborhood was created for 
each grid point within a grid covering the entire study area.  The grid point spacing was 1 meter.  
Percentile heights were calculated from lidar points falling in each neighborhood.  Then, the 
computed percentile heights were used as inputs for image segmentation in eCognition.  The 
segmentation process resulted in polygons representing homogeneous forest structure uints.  
Lidar metrics were averaged over all pixels within each polygon.  The image segments were used 
to build a regression tree in Cubist for estimating forest biomass.  The regression tree was tested 
on a reserved data set and resulted in a R2 value of 0.72 and a RMSE of 2.77 kg/m2. 
Clark et al. (2011) combined small footprint discrete return lidar data and a hyperspectral 
imagery to estimate tropical forest biomass at plot level.  Tree measurements were taken in 
experimental plots.  Ground-based plot level aboveground biomass was calculated from 
individual tree measurements.  First returns of the lidar data were transformed to a digital canopy 
model with a spatial resolution of 0.33 meter.  The mean height, mean of the 95th percentile 
height, maximum height, stardard deviation of heights, kurtosis, skewness, the median to 
maximum height ratio and the percent of the plot occupied by gaps (cells with a pixel value less 
than 5 meters were classified as gap cells) were calculated for each plot using pixels within that 
plot.  Plot-level hyperspectral metrics included the red-edge vegetation stress index, plant 
senescence reflectance index, water band index, normalized difference water index and spectral 
mixture fractions.  Ordinary least squares (OLS) and generalized least squares (GLS) regression 
models were employed to correlate the plot level metrics with field-derived biomass.  Single-
predictor and two-predictor regression models were formulated using the statistical language R.  
The R2 value ranged from 0.87 to 0.91 and RMSE ranged from 35.8 to 43.2 mg/ha for single-
predictor GLS models.  The two values ranged from 0.89 to 0.92 and 33.2 to 38.7 separately for 
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two-predictor GLS models.  OLS models occupied similar R2 and RMSE values.  Hyperspectral 
metrics were also included as predictors in regression models for comparing purposes.  Single-
variable OLS models’ R2 value ranged from 0.36 to 0.49 and RMSE ranged from 70.3 to 72.5 
mg/ha.  Two-variable OLS modes’ R2 value ranged from 0.57 to 0.68 and RMSE ranged from 
64.4 to 71.3 mg/ha.  Models using one lidar metric and one hyperspectral metric had a R2 value 
of 0.91 and RMSE value ranging from 35.4 to 36.5 mg/ha.  They found that lidar metrics were 
relatively easier to compute and were highly correlated with forest above-ground biomass.  The 
regression models estimating biomass from lidar metrics were statistically efficient.   
Aside from estimating biomass at the plot-level, experiments at the individual tree- level 
have also been conducted.  The first step is usually identifying individual trees in the point cloud.  
Lidar points associated with identified trees are then used to compute Lidar-metrics.  Field 
measurements of the identified trees are used as independent data for model training.  The 
detection of individual trees from Lidar data is associated with the subject of object detection and 
image processing.  Traditionally, aerial or satellite imagery with high spatial resolution were 
employed to extract individual trees.  The two remote sensing products could be combined for 
better performance. 
Hejun Li et al. (2008) measured tree heights from Lidar point cloud acquired by a ALTM 
3100 equipment.  They firstly classified the lidar points and generated a digital surface model 
and a digital elevation model with a spatial resolution of 0.1 x 0.1 meter.  The digital elevation 
model was then used to correct digital true color photos of the study area and generated a digital 
orthophoto map.  A total of 37 individual trees were selected as reference trees.  Tree locations 
were identified using the corrected digital photos and height displacement values.  Tree heights 
were calculated from Lidar dataset and were compared with field-measured tree heights.  The 
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missing of tree tops and aliased points were two main sources of gross errors.  Deviation 
between lidar-measured tree heights and field-measured tree heights was considered to be 
acceptable.  The authors argued that tree heights measured in this way could be used for biomass 
estimation. 
Gleason and Im (2012) compared the predicting precision of four modeling techniques: 
linear mixed-effects (LME) regression, random forest (RF), support vector regression (SVR) and 
regression tree (Cubist) on estimating forest biomass.  Their experiment was conducted in a 1700 
ha moderately dense forest at both the individual tree and plot level.  Tree measurements were 
taken in experimental plots, and plot-level biomass was derived using Jenkins models.  Biomass 
estimation was conducted in four schemes: plot-level biomass estimated from lidar-derived 
metrics as predictors; plot-level biomass estimation by aggregating the biomass estimated for 
individual trees within plots; individual-tree level estimation; individual tree-level biomass 
estimation conducted for coniferous and deciduous trees separately.  Tree crown delineation was 
achieved by using a previous developed algorithm: COTH (a synthesis of genetic algorithm 
optimized object recognition, treetop identification, and hill climbing).  Individual tree-level 
Lidar metrics included the canopy geometric volumes for 50th, 60th, 70th, and 100th percentiles of 
height per crown, minimum crown height, 70th and 100th percentile heights per crown, crown 
area and crown diameter.  Plot-level Lidar metrics included leaf area index and canopy 
geometric volume (sum of individual crown geometric volumes within a plot).  The result 
indicated that all models performed significantly better in the second scheme than in other 
schemes.  SVR provided the most accurate estimation in all four schemes. 
Biomass estimation accuracy may diminish in areas with complicated terrains.  Yang et 
al. (2011) simulated the impact of surface topography, footprint size and off-nadir pointing on 
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vegetation lidar waveforms’ shape and vegetation height retrieval using an extended Geometric 
Optical and Radiative Transfer (GORT) vegetation lidar model.  They explained how terrain 
slope and off-nadir angle distorted canopy height measurements from lidar.  Two forest structure 
datasets and corresponding lidar waveforms were input to the extended GORT model.  They 
concluded that waveform extent stretched as slope and footprint size increased.  The increasing 
of slope made the ground peak less distinguishable from canopy peaks. 
One objective of this study is to examine the effectiveness of terrain variation on the 
accuracy of biomass estimation from lidar data.  The slope-induced bias is assumed to be 
removed by subtracting elevation values from point heights.  Thus, extracting ground points 
from the point cloud is of vital importance.  Various lidar classification methods have been 
proposed and experimented.  The classification algorithms vary in terms of suitability (urban 
area or forest), computing cost, and classification precision.  Sithole and Vosselman (2004) 
reviewed eight filtering algorithms.  They found that all filters worked well in landscape of low 
complexity, and the greatest challenge was to correctly identify complex urban constructions and 
ground discontinuities. 
Jordan et al. (2010) transformed discrete echoes to pseudo-waveforms using cubic spline 
for a successive of footprints.  Lidar metrics were derived from the simulated curves.  They 
argued that the linear regression equations associated with the wave-based metrics are more 
physically meaningful.  They also argued that the traditional frequency-based approach lacks 
physical explanation on predictor selection.  The regression models developed with frequency-
based metrics may not be reliable since most of these metrics are highly correlated.  The pseudo-
wave approach, however, provides explanations on metric selection and captures unique wave 
patterns which illustrate the forest vertical structure.   
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3.  Methods and data 
Lidar data were collected in 2006 and 2011 for Ozark and Trinity River respectively. The 
lidar point clouds were classified then transformed to height metric layers upon which image 
segmentation were performed. Ground surveys for the two study sites were conducted in 2006 
and 2010 respectively. Above ground biomass derived from in-situ measurements and allometric 
equations were assigned to image segments (objects) as the target variable while lidar-derived 
height metrics were used as predictors for building regression models.  
3.1 Field data 
Lidar and ground surveys were conducted at two study sites in different years: Ozark 
National Forest (ONF), AR and Trinity River (TR), TX.  Both study sites were composed of 
deciduous forests with different dominant tree species and topography.  Ground surveys were 
conducted in 13 plots (Riggins et al., 2009) at the ONF site while 32 plots were sampled at the 
TR site (Güneralp et al., 2014; Filippi et al., 2014).  Diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree 
species were recorded at both sites.  The DBH measurements were input to DBH-based biomass 
regression equations to estimate plot total biomass. 
Jenkins et al. (2003) developed the first national-scale diameter-based biomass regression 
equations by applying a modified meta-analysis on selected published equations.  Previous 
biomass equations were commonly built with small-size site specific data.  Variations in tree 
component definitions, equation forms and input data requirements also make those equations 
only applicable to specific sites.  There was no formal standard for comparing biomass storage 
across study sites or regions.  The equations proposed in the Jenkins study, on the other hand, are 
generalizable and consistent.  They are applicable to estimate total and component biomass in 
different regions with different tree species in the United States.  “Generalizable” refers to that 
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the equations are applicable for broad-scale biomass estimation.  “Consistent” means that the 
equations occupy the same tree component definitions, equations forms, and input data 
requirements (Jenkins et al., 2003).  
The first step of the Jenkins study was to search for all available published biomass 
equations for U.S. tree species.  Equations that required tree height or site level measurements 
other than DBH were excluded.  The selected equations used DBH as the single predictor, and 
total or component biomass as the target variable.  The final compilation of biomass equations 
included 310 total biomass equations and 389 component equations for more than 100 tree 
species from 104 sources.  Tree biomass included in the compilation was from five components: 
total aboveground, foliage, merchantable stem wood, merchantable stem bark, and coarse roots.  
Then, a modified meta-analysis, adopted from Pastor et al. (1984), was used to develop 
new biomass regression equations from predictions by extracted equations for each tree species 
group.  To be specific, for each regression equation, a certain number of diameter values were 
selected from all such values originally used to develop that equation.  Biomass values were 
calculated from the diameter values with the equation.  This resulted in “pseudodata” for 
building regression models between aboveground biomass and DBH for each tree species group.  
The relationships between total aboveground biomass and DBH larger than 2.5 cm were in form 
of 
biomass = 𝑒𝛽0+𝛽1∗ln 𝐷𝐵𝐻 
Six softwood and four hardwood tree species groups were formed by clustering on 
taxonomic relationships, wood specific gravity, and diameter-to-aboveground biomass 
relationships.   
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At the ONF study site, located in the Ozark National Forest AR (93°55'W 35°42'N, 
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_15N), field measurements were taken in 13 plots distributed over the 
entire study site.  Dominant tree species of the sampled area were northern red oak, white oak, 
maple and hickory.  Plot size varies from 624 m² to 947 m² with irregular shapes.  The average 
plot area is 780 m².   
Field data were collected in September and October 2006.  All trees with diameter at 
breast height (DBH) larger than 2.5cm were counted within each plot and were classified into 
four species groups: mixed hardwoods, hard maple/oak/hickory/beech, soft maple/birch, 
cedar/larch.  DBH-based biomass regression equations for the four categories proposed by 
Jenkins et al. (2003) were employed to calculate aboveground biomass for each sampled tree and 
summed for plot total biomass.  Plot total above ground biomass varies from 8368 kg to 18040 
kg, biomass density varies from 10.62 kg/m² to 24.61 kg/m².  Summary statistics for plot-level 
attributes are listed in the Summary statistics of plot attributes table (Table 2). 
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 Figure 1 Study site locations 
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Table 2 Summary statistics of plot attributes (left: Ozark National Forest, right: Trinity 
River) 
Number of Plots Number of Plots 
13 32 
Total Biomass(kg) Total Biomass(kg) 
Min:8368  
Max:18040 
Mean:13590 
Std:3035 
Min:0 
Max:17860 
Mean:4387 
Std:5102 
Biomass Density(kg/m²) Biomass Density(kg/m²) 
Min:10.62 
Max:24.61 
Mean:17.82 
Std:5.19 
Min:0 
Max:44.75 
Mean:10.99 
Std:12.78 
Area(m²) Area(m²) 
Min:624 
Max:947 
Mean:780 
Std:97 
Min:399 
Max: 399 
Mean:399 
Std:0 
Ratio of Vegetation Return Ratio of Vegetation Return 
Min:0.52 
Max:0.88 
Mean:0.78 
Std:0.11 
Min:0 
Max:0.60 
Mean:0.34 
Std:0.16 
Total Number of Lidar Returns Total Number of Lidar Returns 
Min:523 
Max:1246 
Mean:922 
Std:225 
Min:461 
Max:5237 
Mean:1711 
Std:1141 
Lidar Point Density(points/m²) Lidar Point Density(points/m²) 
Min:0.66 
Max:1.49 
Mean:1.18 
Std:0.25 
Min:1.16 
Max:13.35 
Mean:4.29 
Std:2.86 
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A digital elevation model (DEM) was derived from the lidar data introduced in the next 
section using TIN interpolation.  The surface model is in IMG format with a cell size of 1 meter 
(Figure 3).  According to the DEM, each plot occupied significant elevation difference.  The 
terrain of the study site was complex with steep slopes. 
The TR study site is a meander-bend at the actively migrating Lower Trinity River TX 
(94°49'W 30°8'N, NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_15N).  The site was composed of mixed deciduous 
woods with mixed tree ages.  Dominant tree species included Chinese tallow, American 
sycamore, Hackberry and Eastern cottonwood.  Ground survey was conducted between mid June 
and late September 2010 in 32 circular plots with uniform area (399m²).  Plots were located on a 
coordinate grid with variable mesh spacing of 25, 50, and 100m.  All trees with DBH larger than 
5cm were counted within each plot.  Individual-tree total aboveground biomass were calculated 
from DBH measurements and summed over each plot using both specific allometric equations 
and biomass regression equations proposed in Jenkins et al. (2003, 2004).  Plot total biomass 
varies from 0kg to 17860kg, biomass density varies from 0kg/m² to 44.75kg/m².  Table 1 lists all 
summary statistics of plot-level attributes. 
A 1 x 1 m digital elevation model (DEM) was also created using TIN method and the 
lidar data introduced in the next section (Figure 4).  Analysis on this DEM showed that this site 
was dominated with typical floodplain terrain.  Elevation differences were insignificant.   
3.2 Lidar data 
Lidar data for the ONF site covering a total area of 32 km² were collected on September 
19-20 2006 by 3001 Inc.  (Fairfax, VA) using a Leica Geosystems ALS50 sensor.  The data were 
delivered in 36 LAS files, each corresponding to a flight line.  The total point number is 
71,051,853 with z-value ranging from 218.84m to 1576.58m.  The nominal point density is 1.3 
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points/m².  A maximum of 4 returns were collected.  Lidar data summary statistics are listed in 
Table 3. 
Lidar data for the TR site covered a total area of 27km².  The data were collected in June 
2011 and were delivered in 12 LAS files with a uniform spatial coverage of 2.25km².  The total 
point number was 96,790,130 with z-value ranging from -3.61m to 209.25m.  The nominal point 
density was 3.6 points/m².  A maximum of 4 returns were collected.  Lidar data summary 
statistics are listed in Table 3. 
Lidar data classification is critical since percentile heights and crown coverage need to be 
calculated with only high vegetation and ground points.  Poor classification blurs the relationship 
between height metrics and total biomass resulted in biased training sample and weak regression 
models.  Lidar data classification results are shown in Table 4. Aside from the DEMs, the lidar 
data also revealed significant difference between forest structures of the two study sites. 
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Table 3 Raw lidar Data Summary Statistics 
 Ozark National Forest Trinity River 
First Return 51,918,316 63,369,479 
Second Return 16,734,271 28,478,087 
Third Return 2,399,266 4,719,767 
Fourth Return 50,813,027 63,595,052 
All 71,051,853 96,790,130 
 
Table 4 Lidar classification results 
Ozark 
National 
Forest 
(code) Classification #Point (%) Z Min 
(meter) 
Z Max 
(meter) 
(1) Unassigned 3,955,268 (5.57) 239.39 744.84 
(2) Ground 12,365,145 (17.4) 239.21 742.74 
(5) High Vegetation 54,685,759 (76.97) 241.83 753.10 
(6) Building 480 (<<0.01) 723.46 730.27 
(7) Noise 45,201 (0.06) 218.84 1576.58 
Trinity 
River 
(code) Classification #Point (%) Z Min 
(meter) 
Z Max 
(meter) 
(1) Unassigned 5,099,407 (5.27) 2.43 35.45 
(2) Ground 50,849,310 (52.54) 3.01 17.92 
(5) High Vegetation 40,781,643 (42.13) 5.11 205.64 
(7) Noise 59,770 (0.06) -3.61 42.14 
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Figure 2 Terrain of each plot at the ONF study site. Elevation and coordinates are in 
meters.  Elevations were extracted from a 1-m DEM created using lidar data.  Plot 
elevation range varies from 4.05m (WR_ridge2) to 14.11m (Bidville_Rd_2) with a 
mean value of 7.17m and standard deviation of 2.72m. 
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Figure 3 Terrain of each plot at the TR study site. Elevation and coordinates are in 
meters.  Elevations were extracted from a 1 m DEM created using lidar data.  The plots 
were named using their IDs. Plot elevation range varies from 0.31m (“1”) to 2.51m 
(“21”) with a mean value of 0.88m and standard deviation of 0.62m. 
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Figure 4 cont. Terrain of each plot at the TR study site. Elevation and coordinates are in 
meters.  Elevations were extracted from a 1 m DEM created using lidar data.  The plots 
were named using their IDs. Plot elevation range varies from 0.31m (“1”) to 2.51m 
(“21”) with a mean value of 0.88m and standard deviation of 0.62m. 
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3.3 Experiment design 
3.3.1 Lidar data classification 
In this study, percentile heights and canopy ratio were calculated from classified lidar 
data.  Noise points, water points and unclassified points were not taken into account.  A robust 
classification is critical for generating accurate height metrics especially in areas with few lidar 
points. 
Lidar points classified as ground and high vegetation were extracted for deriving height 
metrics, digital elevation models and canopy height models.  Instead of original point heights 
(the z-values), height above the ground were used for deriving lidar height metrics.  The use of 
relative heights successfully removed the slope-induced bias as illustrated in Figure 1.   
The lidar processing package LasTools was employed to classify the lidar data.  The 
classification results were bare-eye examined.  Lidar data classification results are in Table 4. 
3.3.2 Calculate lidar height metrics 
The neighborhood technique transforms lidar data to 2D images with user-specified 
resolutions and generalization extents.  Image resolution corresponds to the grid spacing 
parameter of the neighborhood technique which determines the amount of details that could be 
revealed by the image.  The generalization extent is the spatial extent within which lidar points 
are queried, and is determined by neighborhood size and neighborhood shape.   
The neighborhood technique firstly creates a grid covering a specified study extent.  Grid 
points are separated by the pre-defined grid spacing.  For each grid point, a neighborhood 
centering at that point is constructed.  Lidar points falling within the neighborhood are extracted 
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and certain statistics are calculated to describe the distribution of the z-value of these points.  The 
statistics are assigned to the grid point.  The grid is then transformed to image layers showing 
spatial distributions of lidar height metrics.   
A large neighborhood leads to reduction in bias introduced by local variance of point 
distributions.  Vegetation structural characteristics would then be less affected by sensor type and 
lidar survey biases.  This characteristic also makes it possible to mimic the return curve of large-
scale waveform lidar systems: The lidar points falling within a spatial unit are binned according 
to their z-values, then the number of points of each bin is used to simulate signal strength (Muss 
et al., 2011).  This procedure results in pseudo-waves which are very similar to wave-form 
curves in shape and could be processed with methods used for analyzing waveform lidar data.   
However, extracting and examining points falling within large neighborhoods requires 
more computing resource (Table 5).  A small experiment was conducted to evaluate the 
computing cost for generating height metrics.  A desk-top PC equipped with an 8GB RAM and 
3.40GHZ frequency CPU was employed for calculation.  Though this experiment was not a 
rigorous performance assessment, its results clearly showed the increases of time cost as 
neighborhood size grew.   
Additionally, large neighborhoods may mask spatial details making adjacent pixels or 
grid points very similar to each other.  In extreme cases, most lidar points covered by adjacent 
neighborhoods would be the same leading to severe data redundancy.   
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Table 5 Compute time for generating height metric layers 
Grid Spacing 
(meters) 
Neighborhood Diameter 
(meters) 
Time (seconds) 
ONF TR 
0.5 5 1359 NA 
 10 2062 NA 
 15 2892 NA 
 20 3950 NA 
 30 6706 NA 
1 1 252 750 
 5 344 1237 
 10 515 NA 
 15 715 3087 
 20 960 4364 
 30 1552 7606 
 
Neighborhoods lying close to plots boundaries usually extract lidar points outside the 
plots.  As neighborhoods grow larger, more lidar points outside the plots will be sampled.  This 
may introduce unwanted information to the plots and finally makes regression models unreliable.  
For example, a plot locates at the boundary between a dense forest and cut woods.  Large 
neighborhoods would possibly bring in structural information of the cut woods.  Small plots are 
especially affected by this phenomenon. When the forest structure is known to be homogeneous 
around the sampling plots, no biased information would be brought in when using large 
neighborhoods.  The only cost would be higher time and space cost for searching and storing 
data. 
On the other hand, neighborhoods should be larger than grid spacing to allow for 
overlaps between adjacent neighborhoods.  Otherwise, there will be dismissed lidar points 
leading to possible information lost.  Size of overlapping areas is determined by the difference 
between neighborhood diameter and grid spacing when neighborhood shape is fixed.  For 
example, with prior knowledge that tree crowns are less than 5 meters in diameter and a lidar 
point density of 10 points per m², a neighborhood size of 5 meters will cover sufficient points for 
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calculation.  Fewer lidar points would be extracted when neighborhood size goes smaller.  Local 
details of lidar point distribution would then be more clearly presented leading to possible 
detections of fine-scale variation of the forest structure under study.   
For example, the detection of crown top requires small grid spacing and small 
neighborhoods.  A large neighborhood would blur the height difference between tree crown 
boundaries and tree gaps surrounding them.  The possibility of mixing tree peaks and dimiss of 
single trees would be increased.   
Commonly, a CHM of 1-meter spatial resolution is used as the initial data for detecting 
crown peaks.  Pixel values are assigned to be the largest z-value of all lidar points falling within 
the pixels.  CHMs produced in this way reveals fine spatial details of the crown surface.  It is 
possible that some pixels would lack lidar points and the pixel value would be void.  A spatial 
interpolation process is needed to assign proper values to such pixels. 
The other parameter affecting the performance of the neighborhood method is grid 
spacing.  Actually, grid spacing occupies more influence on computing cost and spatial details 
retained by the neighborhood technique.  Large grid spacing results in coarse imagery products 
while small grid spacing makes it possible to generate images with fine resolutions.  More search 
and extraction process will be performed as the grid spacing goes smaller since more grid points 
will be used.  Additionally, small grid spacing costs more when generating height metric images 
in addition to more space for data storage. 
However, the fine spatial details revealed when using small grid spacing is desirable.  
When plot size is small, as the case in this study, the increase in computing cost becomes a minor 
problem.  When grid spacing decreases to a certain value, no significant change would be 
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detected from resultant height metric layers.  Thus, a 1-meter grid spacing was chosen to 
generate height metric imageries in this study. 
This study used a fixed grid spacing of one meter and five neighborhood sizes to generate 
height metric layers from lidar point cloud.  Neighborhood shape used in this study was square, 
and neighborhood size was described in radius which equals to half of the length of a side 
(Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5 Square neighborhoods 
For each plot, a point grid was generated to cover the spatial extent of the plot buffered 
by two times of the neighborhood size.  This approach guaranteed enough lidar points to 
calculate height metrics for pixels lying close to the plot boundary.   
Each parameter set resulted in a multi-band image with 13 bands.  The images were 
clipped by the plot polygons.  Therefore, only pixels within the study plots were input to 
eCogntion for image segmentation.  The identified image objects were then compiled as data 
cases for training and testing regression models.  Additionally, a multi-band image of 65 layers 
was produced by stacking together all the 13-band images.  Regression models were also 
generated using data derived from this image.  The image stack was produced with the purpose 
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of utilizing spatial information captured at various generalization levels.  To provide a basis for 
comparison, all images were clipped by the bounding boxes of plot polygons.   
3.3.3 Generate image objects 
Image objects were groups of connected pixels and represented homogeneous forest units 
in this study.  The multi-resolution image segmentation algorithm was applied on lidar height 
metric images.  Outputs were polygons each of which corresponded to an image object.  The 
polygons were stored in shapefiles, and were further processed in R.  Image segmentation was 
conducted using eCognition.  Input parameters for the multi-resolution image segmentation 
module are listed in Table 6.  
Table 6 Image segmentation parameters 
Parameter Value 
Use of Hierarchy  1 
Starting scale level1 1 
Step size level1 1 
Starting scale level2 1 
Step size level2 3 
Starting scale level3 1 
Step seize level3 5 
Shape 0.5 
Compactness 0.5 
Number of loops 100 
 
An automatic parameter tuning tool (Estimation of Scale Parameter) was employed to 
determine the optimal scale parameter (Dragut et al., 2010).  Automatic scale parameter 
detection relies on the observation that an image object matches its real-world counterpart at 
certain sizes.  The ESP tool searches through a sequence of scales and looks for the ones where 
image heterogeneity stabilizes. It performs image segmentation with each testing scale value and 
measures image heterogeneity as the mean of local variance of image objects.  Image 
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heterogeneity monotonic increases as scale grows.  For certain scales, it stagnates and the first 
(also the smallest) scale corresponding to a stagnant heterogeneity is taken as the local optimal 
scale.  This study kept the smallest local optimum as larger values led too few image objects in 
one plot.   
The use of hierarchy indicates the algorithm to take into account the object hierarchy 
which suggests that smaller objects are exactly the components of larger objects.  Scale levels 
indicate that there are multiple real-world objects of increasingly larger sizes that match an 
image object.  ESP searches for local optimums starting from the starting scale levels with steps 
equal to the step sizes.  For each scale within each level, it performs image segmentation on the 
target image, and calculates the mean local variance over all image objects.  The searching 
process terminates when the number of iteration reaches a user-specified maximum (the number 
of loops). 
Raw outputs were polygon shapefiles with only two fields: shape and id.  Other object 
attributes could be extracted in eCognition when exporting data.  This study chose to simply 
output the two default fields and extract all other attributes using R.  Image object polygons were 
overlaid on the height metric images and the mean of all pixels falling within a polygon was 
taken as the attribute value for that polygon.  Additionally, biomass and biomass density were 
assigned to every image object based on its vegetation return ratio.  This process is referred to as 
data compilation in this study.  Each compiled image object was regarded as a data case for 
regression algorithms.   
Total biomass of an object was derived from the total biomass of the plot it resides in.  
Plot biomass was considered as the weighed mean of object biomass.  Therefore, objects with 
higher vegetation return ratio were allocated higher biomass.  The vegetation return ratio, instead 
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of absolute value of vegetation return count was used as the weights to eliminate biases induced 
by spatial variation of lidar sampling density.  Biomass density was calculated by dividing total 
biomass by object area.   
3.3.4 Train regression models. 
Regression models were trained using three algorithms: SVM, Cubist and Random Forest 
with R.  Each data case occupied 13 predictors and one target variable. Percentile heights below 
45 percent were not used, therefore, 9 out of the 13 predictors were actually used for model 
construction. 
To evaluate model performance, a 10-fold cross validation approach was adopted.  For 
each fold, a regression model was trained using data outside this fold.  Data inside the fold were 
used as a validation set.  Both training and validation error were reported.  An additional model 
was generated using all available data without partitioning.  This approach led to 33 regression 
models for each neighborhood, 165 models for one study site, and a total of 330 models for the 
two study sites.   
Each model was evaluated by the following statistics: root mean squared error, 
correlation between predicted target values and observed target values, and adjusted R squared.  
Each statistics was both calculated on the training set and the validation set.  Models generated 
using all data could only be evaluated using their testing errors.  Table 7, 8 list the statistics 
calculated for each model.    
The R package caret was employed to partition data and tune parameters for the three 
algorithms.  For a model to be tuned, it firstly generates a parameter grid consisting of 
parameters to be tuned.  The input data is also partitioned using a user-specified approach (k-fold 
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CV, LOOCV, repeated CV, etc.).  Caret then applies each parameter combination to train models 
using a certain cross validation technique.  Parameters corresponding to the best model are 
further used to train models on the entire input data.    
3.3.5 Workflow 
This study aims to estimate forest above ground biomass at two study sites.  The original 
lidar point cloud were delivered in LAS files.  They were transformed to images to extract forest 
structural information which was further applied to estimate total biomass.  Lidar-derived 
percentile heights and canopy coverage have been proved to be robust predictors for biomass, 
thus, they were used as predicting variables in this study.  Horizontal and vertical coordinates 
and classification information of the lidar points were utilized to calculate percentile heights and 
canopy coverage as mentioned in previous sections.   
The neighborhood technique was the core for converting discrete points to multi-band 
images.  The neighborhood size determined the number of lidar points that could be sampled at 
each grid point.  Therefore, it significantly influenced the value of height metrics.  Briefly 
speaking, too large a neighborhood blurs spatial details while a two small one extracts very 
limited lidar points for calculation.  The other parameter, the grid spacing, is much easier to 
determine.  Smaller grid spacing corresponds to finer images.  The balance between fine 
resolution and computing cost was made and a one meter resolution was adopted in this study.   
There’s no previous study indicating any rigorous methods or equations for determining 
grid spacing and neighborhood size.  Thus, this study derived regression models on dataset 
generated using 5 neighborhood sizes ranging from 0.5 to 15 m as shown in Figure 6.  The 
model performances were used to evaluate the appropriateness of the neighborhood sizes.  Input 
parameters for the multi-resolution image segmentation algorithm, the neighborhood technique 
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and machine learning techniques need to be tuned for better performance of regression models.  
Thus, this study employed a parameter grid to examine the effects of different parameter 
combinations on model performance.   
Summarily, this study generated height metric images using different neighborhood sizes 
and built regression models using data converted from the images.  The effects of both 
parameters for the neighborhood technique and regression algorithms were evaluated according 
to model performances. 
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  Lidar Data 
Classified 
Lidar Data 
Height Metric Layers 
 (Neighborhood radius) 
0.5 2.5 5 10 15 
Image Object Polygons 
Training Data 
Model Performance 
Lidar classification using LasTools. The 
classified point cloud are stored as text 
files for further processing in R. Data 
fields include x, y, z, return number and 
classification code. 
all 
10-Fold & All-data Regression Models 
Calculate crown coverage and 
percentile heights using the 
neighborhood technique. 
Image segmentation on height metric 
layers.  
Compile image segments as structured 
data. Lidar-derived height metrics are 
predictors. Ground survey-based AGB 
is the target variable. 
Regression using Cubist, Random 
Forest and SVM. 10-fold cross 
validation is used to evaluate model 
performances.  
Evaluate model accuracy using root 
mean squared, correlation and adjusted 
coefficient of determination.  
Figure 6 Workflow 
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3.4 Software 
LAS files were classified and transformed to text files using LASTools.  The text files 
were read into statistical software R as data frames.  Percentile heights and corresponding height 
metric images were created in R and written to the file system.  Image segmentation was 
conducted in eCognition, and Dr.  Lucian’s ESP tool (Dragut et.al.  2010) was employed to 
automatically select the scale parameter.  Outputs of the image segmentation procedure were 
image objects stored as polygons in shapefiles.  These image objects were compiled as structured 
cases in R.  Regression models were trained and tested in R.  Statistics for evaluating model 
performance were also calculated in R.  The R package caret streamlines model training and 
testing.  It relies on a number of R packages to build models and tune parameters for these 
models using some cross validation techniques.   
In this study, the package Cubist was used by caret to build Cubist regression trees.  The 
packages was written by Max Kuhn, Steve Weston, Chris Keefer and Nathan Coulter and 
maintained by Max Kuhn.  The function “cubist.default” offered by the package implements the 
GPL version of the C code given on the RuleQuest website (Max Kuhn, 2014).  Package 
“randomForest” written by Leo Breiman, Adele Cutler, Andy Liaw and Matthew Wiener and 
maintained by Andy Liaw was invoked in caret to implement the Random Forest algorithm.  
Support vector regression was implemented by package e1071.  The package was written by 
David Meyer, Evgenia Dimitriadou, Kurt Hornik, Andreas Weingessel and Friedrich Leisch and 
maintained by David Meyer.  Functions embedded in e1071 were indirectly utilized through 
package kernlab in caret.  kernlab was written by Alexandros Karatzoglou, Alex Smola and Kurt 
Hornik and is maintained by Alexandros Karatzoglou. 
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4.  Results and Discussions 
Lidar height metric images generated with different neighborhood sizes showed 
remarkable variation. The height metric images were segmented using the multi-resolution 
algorithm.  The output was six sets of image objects (stored as shapefiles) whose attributes were 
extracted in R.  This study assessed sensitivity of model performance to the neighborhood size. 
Model performances (Figure 7,8,910) were measured by three statistics on both training and 
validation set: root mean squared error (RMSE), correlation between predicted and actual values 
(COR), and adjusted R² (RSQ-adj).  Two approaches were adopted to build regression models 
using each of the three algorithms (SVM, Cubist, RandomForest).  The first approach built 
regression models using 10-fold cross validation and generated 10 models for each algorithm.  
Each of these models was evaluated on both training (training RMSE, training COR, training 
RSQ-adj) and validation data (validation RMSE, validation COR, validation RSQ-adj).  The 
second approach uses all data to build regression models which were evaluated by RMSE, COR, 
and RSQ-adj).  Using cross validation reduces the risk of over-fitting and reveals a more 
restricted estimation of model performance on unknown data.  The experiment results shown in 
A1 and A2 demonstrate that model performance can be unreliably estimated by only one data 
partition.   
The underlying assumption is that as neighborhood size grows from very small to large, 
regression models become increasingly robust up to a stable level.  Then, as the neighborhood 
size continues to grow, model performance decreases.  When the neighborhood size is smaller 
than a certain threshold, height metrics are biased by lidar survey inaccuracies.  The lack of lidar 
points not only leads to lack of points for calculating height metrics but also introduces unwanted 
minor details.  A too large neighborhood, on the other hand, not only requires much more 
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computational resource but also masks spatial details and makes height metrics insensitive to 
biomass variations. According to the assumption, unfeasible neighborhood sizes leads to biased 
relationships between biomass and height metrics.  Regression models will likely to give 
accurate predictions on the training data but generalize badly on the validation data.  Thus, 
algorithms may seem to over-learn while the poor validation accuracy may actually stem from 
the low quality of training samples.  Therefore, a good neighborhood size should correspond to 
models with high and similar training and validation COR and RSQ-adj.  A sensitive and robust 
algorithm should be able to learn from the training data and also be able to select the most 
appropriate neighborhoods. 
4.1 Experiment results at the ONF study site 
For the 0.5 meter neighborhood radius, SVM and Random Forest models occupy high 
training COR and RSQ-adj.  Cubist models made unreliable predictions on the 10-fold training 
data (an average RSQ-adj of 0.158).  All three algorithms generalized badly on the validation 
data.  The performance of SVM and Cubist models on individual folds differ a lot while SVM 
models produced more homogeneous evaluation statistics (coefficient of variation equals to 0.47 
and 0.90 respectively).  Random Forest is robust on the training data but it also produces the 
least accurate model on the validation data. Additionally, there’s no significant correlation 
between predicted values and observed values at this neighborhood size over all three algorithms 
on the validation data (average validation RSQ-adj are below 0.1).  Cubist models performed 
much better on the 10-fold training data with a neighborhood size of 2.5 meters (average training 
RSQ-adj increases to 0.671).  SVM produced significantly lower training accuracy (average 
training adjusted R² equals to 0.598).  Random Forest produced almost the same average training 
RSQ-adj as it did on the 0.5-meter neighborhood and its validation accuracy increases 
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significantly (average training RSQ-adj equals to 0.895, validation RSQ-adj equals to 0.419). 
This result indicates that the 2.5-meter neighborhood captures more forest structural information 
than the 0.5-meter neighborhood but it is still too small to get robust biomass predictions as the 
average validation COR and RSQ-adj of the three algorithms are low. 
When the neighborhood radius grows to 5 meters, a sudden drop of model performance 
on the training data is observed for SVM while model evaluation statistics for Cubist and 
Random Forest only change slightly.  The drop makes training and validation accuracy very 
close for SVM indicating that the SVM models successfully revealed true relationships between 
height metrics and total biomass, while models built using the other two algorithms are biased 
and unreliable since their validation accuracies are significantly lower than the training 
accuracies (Figure 8).  However, both validation COR and RSQ-adj are low for all three 
algorithms indicating the five-meter radius is not an optimal choice (validation RSQ-adj of the 
three algorithms equal to 0.397, 0.273, 0.350 respectively). 
For the 10-meter neighborhood data, all three algorithms produced impressively high 
predicting accuracy on both training and validation data.  SVM models generated high average 
training COR (0.980) and RSQ-adj (0.959).   The validation COR ranges from 0.569 to 0.972 
with an average of 0.865.  Validation RSQ-adj ranges from 0.257 to 0.982 with an average of 
0.738.  The performance of Random Forest on the training data is similar to SVM but its 
validation accuracy is much lower (average training RSQ-adj equals to 0.928, average validation 
RSQ-adj equals to 0.454). 
Cubist models also performed well on the training data.  The models occupy high training 
accuracy with training COR ranging from 0.912 to 0.962 and training RSQ-adj ranging from 
0.830 to 0.925.  The validation accuracies are significantly lower while the average validation 
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RSQ-adj still reaches 0.536 which is much higher than previous neighborhood settings.  
Therefore, the Cubist models over-learned the training data but still be able to predict biomass 
values on the validation data with acceptable accuracies.   
The largest neighborhood radius tested in this study is 15 m.  All three algorithms 
produced robust predicting results at this scale.  All the models occupy very high training and 
validation COR and RSQ-adj.  SVM models show the best performances with an average 
validation COR of 0.957 and average validation RSQ-adj of 0.902.  Cubist models and Random 
Forest also produced high accuracy with average training RSQ-adj larger than 0.95 and average 
validation RSQ-adj larger than 0.75.  Additionally, training and validation accuracy of SVM is 
close to each other (Figure 8).  
For the image stack containing all image layers generated using the five neighborhood 
sizes, Random Forest occupies the highest average training COR and RSQ-adj (0.964, 0.929), 
while Cubist gets the lowest (0.662, 0.483).  SVM shows the highest average validation COR 
and RSQ-adj (0.675, 0.474) while Random Forest has the lowest (0.500, 0.253).  Height metrics 
generated under infeasible neighborhood settings introduced unreliable relationship to models 
fitted using the image stack, and they should not be included in the multi-dimensional analysis. 
For each neighborhood setting, all data cases were also used to train a regression model 
without data partitioning, and thus, without validation model evaluation statistics. The estimated 
predicting accuracy is significantly biased from either single-fold training or validation accuracy 
or the average values.  This is obvious at the 0.5-meter neighborhood where the COR and RSQ-
adj of SVM on all data cases reach 0.998 and 0.995 respectively while the validation COR and 
RSQ-adj are only 0.182 and -0.005.  However, the three set of models performed significantly 
worse on the 10-fold validation data.   
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The 15 m neighborhood and SVM are considered to be the most feasible combination for 
the Ozark National Forest study site regarding the estimation accuracies of all models considered 
(Figure 8).  Estimation residuals (observed minus predicted) for the SVM model built on all data 
with 15 m neighborhood were examined (Figure 11).  The figure was plotted on biomass 
density, and were individually plotted because sampling plots are distributed across the entire 
study site (Figure 2).  Distance between two plots varies from 594 to 10630 m with a median of 
4153 m.  Residual ratio is defined as the absolute of the ratio between residuals and observed 
values.  Figure 12 shows the distribution of residual ratio over segments (data cases).  The 
median of the residual ratio is 0.08 over the 81 segments indicating that the residuals are small in 
general.  This is consistent with the model performance at the 15 m neighborhood (Figure 8 and 
Appendix 1).  However, there exist extreme values as nine objects whose residual ratio are 
larger than 0.3.  Five out of the nine have residual ratios that are larger than 1.  Four out of the 
five objects occupy no vegetation returns and zero total biomass and biomass density, however, 
the use of neighborhoods counts for vegetation returns outside the segments which is a problem 
of using big neighborhoods.  The other one object has a residual ratio of 1.01 and an area of 8 
m².  Its total biomass is very low (181 kg) comparing to other objects in the same plot (median 
total biomass equals to 628) as well as to objects over the entire study area (median total biomass 
equals to 1986).  Objects whose residue ratio are larger than 0.3 reside in plot “WR_ridge_2” and 
are small in size (object area varies from 8 to 57 m² while the median object size is 71 m²).  This 
indicates that large neighborhoods may introduce significant bias to biomass estimates in small 
objects.  It also suggests that very small objects may need to be merged to larger objects to 
improve accuracy. 
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Summarily, the neighborhood size significantly influenced the quality of training 
samples.  Cross validation should be used for a more restricted estimation of model performance.  
The 15 m neighborhood generated the best models since both training and validation accuracies 
are high and are close (Figure 8).  SVM is the best algorithm to build regression models for this 
data set.  Random Forest over-learned on all data sets as the model accuracy table shows.   
4.2 Experiment results at the TR study site 
For the 0.5-meter neighborhood, single-fold predicting accuracies of SVM models on the 
testing data do not show much variation (coefficient of variation of COR and RSQ-adj equals to 
0.022 and 0.045 respectively). Single fold validation accuracies are lower than the training 
accuracies and show larger variation (coefficient of variation of COR and RSQ-adj equals to 
0.186 and 0.119). The other two algorithms show the same pattern. Average validation 
accuracies of the three algorithms are similar (average RSQ-adj of SVM, Cubist and Random 
Forest are 0.537, 0.568, 0.523 respectively), while average training accuracies show great 
divergence (average RSQ-adj equals to 0.659, 0.820, 0.921 respectively). This indicates that 
Random Forest mostly over-estimated the data while SVM gave the most restricted accuracy 
estimation. The low validation accuracies also suggest that 0.5 meter is feasible for estimating 
biomass at this study site though high training accuracies have been observed.   
Regression models built on the 2.5-meter neighborhood also show larger variation on the 
validation data than the training data while validation evaluation statistics are significantly larger 
comparing to the ones in the 0.5-meter neighborhood.  The average validation RSQ-adj reaches 
0.720, 0.784 and 0.758 for SVM, Cubist and Random Forest. Meanwhile, the average training 
RSQ-adj reaches 0.900, 0.931 and 0.954.  As the neighborhood size grows to 5 meters, 
validation accuracies drop significantly while training accuracies remain high for Cubist and 
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Random Forest as Figure 10 shows.  For SVM, the average training COR and RSQ-adj drop 
from 0.949 to 0.846 and from 0.900 to 0.716 indicating that it is sensitive to the change of 
neighborhood size.  When the neighborhood size grows to 10 meters, both validation COR and 
RSQ-adj grow much larger for all three algorithms (Figure 10).  For the 15-meter neighborhood, 
training accuracies of all three algorithms remain significantly higher than the validation 
accuracies.   
Furthermore, Random Forest shows stable training average accuracy over all 
neighborhood settings while validation accuracy varies significantly ranging from 0.430 (5 
meters) to 0.805 (15 meters). Cubist shows the similar pattern as Figure 10 indicates.  When 
compared to the image stack containing all image layers, the five neighborhood settings 
generated lower average validation accuracy and larger difference between training and 
validation accuracy.  Single-fold models built on the image stack also show low accuracy 
variation.  
Estimation residuals of the most accurate model (learning algorithm is SVM, data 
features are percentile heights generated on neighborhoods from 0.5 to 15 m) are shown in 
Figure 12. The graph was plotted on biomass density. Out of the 301 objects, 106 objects’ 
residual ratio are larger than 0.3. There are 56 objects whose residual ratio are larger than 1 most 
of which occupy very low vegetation returns, and 39 occupy zero vegetation returns. As for 
ONF, this indicates that large neighborhoods are likely to introduce unwanted information to 
single objects, and the negative effect of this characteristic becomes more severe as object size 
decreases. 
Summarily, 2.5, 10, 15 m neighborhood data sets and the combined data set offer reliable 
training samples to build regression models.  SVM is most unlikely to over-learn from the data 
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and gives most reliable model performance estimation.  Unlike the ONF study site, combining all 
image layers at TR generated more accurate regression results on both training and validation 
data.  Therefore, it is feasible to use all image layers to train regression models.  Additionally, as 
SVM generated the highest training and validation accuracy on the combined image layers, it 
should be selected for biomass estimation at TR.  
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Figure 7 Model evaluation statistics at Ozark National Forest Site. Each graph 
corresponds to one evaluation statistics. Both training and validation statistics are listed.  
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Figure 8 RSQ-adj at ONF. Each graph shows the variation of RSQ-adj of one regression 
technique over different neighorhood sizes. Each node cooresponds to a bar in the third 
graph in Figure 7.  
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Figure 9 Model evaluation statistics at Trinity River site. 
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Figure 10 R²-adj at Trinity River site. 
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Figure 11 Support vector machine (SVM) biomass regression residuals at Ozark 
National Forest site. This regression model was built on a 15 m neighborhood without 
data partitioning. 
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Figure 11 cont. Support vector machine (SVM) biomass regression residuals at Ozark 
National Forest site. This regression model was built on a 15 m neighborhood without 
data partitioning. 
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Figure 12 Estimation residuals of the selected model at Ozark National Forest site. 
 
 
Figure 13 SVM biomass regression residuals at TR. Regression model was built on the 
height metric layers generated using all neighborhood settings. Data partitioning was 
not performed. 
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Figure 14 Residual ratio for the selected model at Trinity River site. 
5. Conclusions 
Random Forest performed equally well on training data in both mountainous (Ozark 
National Forest) and bottomland (Trinity River) hardwood forests, though its validation accuracy 
varied over different neighborhood settings.  The algorithm suffered from severe over-learning 
problem.  Support vector machines (SVM) showed significant sensitivity to neighborhood 
settings, generalization ability, and good prediction ability.  It produced the most accurate results 
in both study sites.  It is problematic to use a global uniform neighborhood when environmental 
factors, biophysical characteristics and data quality vary.  The ideal neighborhood for a specific 
scene should be able to capture main features of the vertical distribution of tree components.  For 
the Ozark National Forest study site, a 15 m neighborhood was most successful while all image 
layers generated using all five neighborhood sizes should be used for the Trinity River study site. 
The optimal neighborhoods and learning algorithms in generated accurate estimates in both ONF 
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and TR. Training accuracies equal to 0.988 and 0.990 and validation accuracies equal to 0.902 
and 0.853 respectively in the two study sites.   
The neighborhood technique for transforming lidar points to images may suffer from the 
modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP).  Large neighborhoods are more likely to produce better 
results at the cost of losing spatial details.  More lidar points outside sampling areas are included 
in calculation as neighborhood grows in size.  The additional information may generate severe 
biased results as discussed in section 4.1 and 4.2. 
Furthermore, lidar data at both study sites were collected in leaf-on season allowing for 
good modelling of forest tree structures which is a function of tree species, growth cycle, tree 
healthiness and forest age.  Such conditions determine the quality of lidar classification and 
related image products (e.g. extracting ground points and generating DEMs, finding vegetation 
returns and constructing canopy height models, identifying homogeneous forest units) which 
further determine the accuracy and applicability of regression models.  Since high-accuracy 
models have been successfully built for ONF and TR, the forests at both study sites are suitable 
for segment-level biomass estimation from lidar data. 
Future work includes (1) integrate lidar data with high-resolution imagery for individual-
tree level estimation and compare the results with segment-level estimations; (2) estimate above 
ground biomass for the entire study site with parallel computing at both level; (3) examine and 
describe the vertical and horizontal distribution of tree structures at both study sites. 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1 Model evaluation statistics at ONF  
ONF GS1NR0.5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 718.021 0.502 0.248 1354.578 0.275 0.024 
2 87.047 0.998 0.996 821.025 0.327 0.051 
3 82.381 0.998 0.995 994.562 0.382 0.096 
4 85.736 0.998 0.995 759.509 0.086 -0.055 
5 87.345 0.998 0.996 629.862 0.177 -0.023 
6 88.550 0.998 0.995 433.442 -0.042 -0.061 
7 721.523 0.582 0.334 1220.800 0.103 -0.051 
8 88.635 0.998 0.996 431.800 0.320 0.046 
9 782.113 0.431 0.181 1198.602 0.203 -0.015 
10 87.820 0.998 0.996 661.011 -0.014 -0.062 
Ave 282.917 0.850 0.773 850.519 0.182 -0.005 
All 84.844 0.998 0.995 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 799.196 0.261 0.062 1392.989 0.238 0.004 
2 864.289 0.340 0.110 571.024 0.408 0.114 
3 720.119 0.641 0.408 1083.745 0.183 -0.023 
4 888.100 0.265 0.065 783.761 0.120 -0.047 
5 881.704 0.338 0.109 621.888 0.289 0.033 
6 889.762 0.337 0.108 285.551 0.259 0.009 
7 687.433 0.665 0.439 1240.075 0.051 -0.060 
8 916.982 0.261 0.062 332.742 0.301 0.034 
9 829.250 0.306 0.088 1170.584 0.018 -0.058 
10 893.730 0.363 0.127 280.712 0.608 0.330 
Ave 837.056 0.378 0.158 776.307 0.247 0.033 
All 841.058 0.346 0.115 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 366.309 0.943 0.888 447.669 0.211 -0.009 
2 431.061 0.934 0.871 175.467 0.544 0.252 
3 389.702 0.941 0.884 379.417 0.083 -0.052 
4 404.266 0.938 0.878 268.515 0.112 -0.049 
5 414.283 0.940 0.883 190.409 0.493 0.201 
6 427.121 0.938 0.880 153.658 0.216 -0.013 
7 373.658 0.941 0.885 400.471 -0.038 -0.061 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
8 409.687 0.940 0.883 166.620 0.318 0.045 
9 397.675 0.933 0.870 367.978 0.189 -0.021 
10 428.211 0.935 0.874 166.881 0.299 0.032 
Ave 404.197 0.938 0.880 271.709 0.243 0.033 
All 401.952 0.942 0.887 NA NA NA 
ONF GS1NR2.5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 1628.023 0.717 0.508 3774.756 0.811 0.609 
2 1943.484 0.639 0.402 3474.669 0.211 -0.092 
3 1993.310 0.740 0.542 547.865 0.827 0.648 
4 192.358 0.997 0.994 4426.811 0.080 -0.104 
5 2042.383 0.707 0.494 795.170 0.938 0.863 
6 1823.913 0.796 0.629 1303.317 0.675 0.388 
7 1786.343 0.801 0.638 1225.120 0.080 -0.136 
8 1810.709 0.794 0.626 458.008 0.780 0.552 
9 1844.993 0.791 0.621 434.117 0.967 0.925 
10 1995.792 0.727 0.522 743.355 0.441 0.105 
Ave 1706.131 0.771 0.598 1718.319 0.581 0.376 
All 1782.580 0.779 0.603 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 1493.410 0.836 0.696 4630.330 0.047 -0.140 
2 1038.761 0.915 0.835 3487.812 0.282 -0.052 
3 1886.335 0.872 0.757 697.989 0.708 0.445 
4 717.653 0.972 0.944 4191.790 0.351 0.025 
5 2025.396 0.786 0.614 887.214 0.950 0.888 
6 1621.985 0.886 0.782 1222.696 0.734 0.481 
7 1993.246 0.793 0.625 967.547 0.146 -0.119 
8 1925.188 0.860 0.737 264.411 0.948 0.883 
9 2292.560 0.593 0.344 1267.965 0.748 0.497 
10 2288.410 0.623 0.381 1076.443 -0.063 -0.107 
Ave 1728.294 0.814 0.671 1869.420 0.485 0.280 
All 1608.084 0.881 0.773 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 886.853 0.941 0.885 1307.411 0.504 0.147 
2 980.390 0.945 0.892 937.572 0.627 0.307 
3 1033.374 0.949 0.900 313.630 0.768 0.544 
4 740.673 0.966 0.932 1423.515 0.550 0.225 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
5 1074.653 0.947 0.896 208.182 0.958 0.906 
6 1082.132 0.941 0.885 526.369 0.624 0.313 
7 1069.676 0.944 0.890 290.615 0.139 -0.121 
8 1061.902 0.946 0.894 96.245 0.902 0.786 
9 1067.338 0.942 0.886 125.693 0.985 0.966 
10 1064.937 0.944 0.890 493.519 0.139 -0.090 
Ave 1006.193 0.947 0.895 572.275 0.619 0.398 
All 1025.503 0.944 0.891 NA NA NA 
ONF GS1NR5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 1470.508 0.493 0.235 697.981 0.570 0.241 
2 1555.906 0.398 0.149 747.180 0.501 0.168 
3 1313.338 0.647 0.413 954.576 0.646 0.353 
4 1496.597 0.465 0.208 309.539 0.892 0.770 
5 1450.823 0.494 0.236 850.741 0.636 0.330 
6 416.999 0.873 0.760 4365.447 0.182 -0.074 
7 1503.021 0.469 0.212 389.834 0.877 0.743 
8 1358.897 0.607 0.361 827.009 0.749 0.517 
9 1510.620 0.473 0.215 238.418 0.927 0.846 
10 1280.847 0.678 0.454 967.921 0.022 -0.124 
Ave 1335.755 0.560 0.324 1034.865 0.600 0.377 
All 1430.011 0.477 0.221 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 959.980 0.929 0.862 508.721 0.811 0.614 
2 911.994 0.921 0.846 788.235 0.453 0.117 
3 289.020 0.985 0.970 629.426 0.765 0.539 
4 1126.767 0.894 0.798 292.280 0.912 0.811 
5 1531.646 0.421 0.169 985.384 0.488 0.143 
6 536.987 0.765 0.581 4348.421 0.225 -0.055 
7 1059.418 0.887 0.784 998.460 0.286 -0.021 
8 1035.244 0.925 0.855 823.692 0.605 0.302 
9 1590.263 0.396 0.148 480.241 0.524 0.202 
10 829.244 0.942 0.886 2249.165 -0.080 -0.118 
Ave 987.056 0.807 0.690 1210.402 0.499 0.254 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
All 393.051 0.970 0.940 NA NA NA 
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Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 847.656 0.908 0.822 157.725 0.824 0.638 
2 834.637 0.911 0.827 291.391 0.508 0.175 
3 842.547 0.909 0.825 257.065 0.679 0.401 
4 849.747 0.905 0.818 152.732 0.820 0.631 
5 823.113 0.911 0.828 250.709 0.746 0.501 
6 256.661 0.958 0.917 1481.779 0.149 -0.087 
7 814.533 0.915 0.836 227.504 0.612 0.306 
8 836.851 0.907 0.821 219.464 0.749 0.517 
9 838.127 0.912 0.830 198.097 0.624 0.329 
10 802.058 0.929 0.861 583.596 -0.074 -0.119 
Ave 774.593 0.916 0.839 382.006 0.564 0.329 
All 792.326 0.914 0.834 NA NA NA 
ONF GS1NR10 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 292.495 0.981 0.961 577.538 0.891 0.773 
2 300.318 0.980 0.959 352.522 0.972 0.940 
3 249.703 0.984 0.968 808.744 0.886 0.763 
4 374.587 0.965 0.930 783.787 0.826 0.651 
5 352.593 0.965 0.930 1835.763 0.569 0.257 
6 115.915 0.996 0.993 613.400 0.943 0.878 
7 274.291 0.984 0.968 555.787 0.863 0.715 
8 281.949 0.980 0.960 817.832 0.783 0.575 
9 292.845 0.981 0.962 139.369 0.992 0.982 
10 298.066 0.980 0.961 269.474 0.925 0.841 
Ave 283.276 0.980 0.959 675.422 0.865 0.738 
All 286.005 0.981 0.962 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 471.939 0.962 0.925 777.390 0.833 0.664 
2 519.194 0.952 0.906 477.666 0.938 0.867 
3 505.210 0.943 0.888 1069.834 0.738 0.498 
4 426.522 0.961 0.923 1292.473 0.432 0.105 
5 496.769 0.928 0.861 1959.823 0.302 0.000 
6 617.859 0.912 0.830 1111.823 0.750 0.514 
7 538.473 0.939 0.881 516.979 0.813 0.623 
8 637.904 0.927 0.858 473.056 0.926 0.843 
9 637.176 0.917 0.840 307.166 0.970 0.934 
10 599.511 0.915 0.835 716.924 0.608 0.307 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
Ave 545.056 0.936 0.875 870.313 0.731 0.536 
All 536.587 0.942 0.886 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 443.572 0.963 0.928 311.933 0.712 0.458 
2 427.502 0.965 0.930 190.229 0.894 0.780 
3 411.658 0.965 0.930 347.178 0.756 0.528 
4 423.116 0.966 0.932 356.834 0.592 0.286 
5 348.157 0.971 0.942 596.380 0.502 0.178 
6 446.997 0.957 0.915 335.026 0.780 0.564 
7 431.579 0.964 0.929 279.949 0.594 0.281 
8 408.941 0.966 0.932 281.425 0.768 0.548 
9 457.214 0.960 0.921 126.224 0.933 0.857 
10 437.080 0.961 0.923 300.647 0.379 0.058 
Ave 423.582 0.964 0.928 312.582 0.691 0.454 
All 419.336 0.966 0.933 NA NA NA 
ONF GS1NR15 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 166.143 0.996 0.992 675.561 0.966 0.923 
2 164.143 0.996 0.992 395.538 0.984 0.963 
3 169.196 0.996 0.992 175.087 0.988 0.973 
4 164.133 0.996 0.992 343.470 0.958 0.903 
5 176.232 0.995 0.991 596.017 0.947 0.883 
6 174.656 0.995 0.991 499.661 0.970 0.930 
7 160.957 0.995 0.990 1705.714 0.902 0.783 
8 390.493 0.977 0.953 1026.375 0.961 0.911 
9 162.850 0.996 0.993 421.809 0.933 0.850 
10 159.271 0.997 0.993 329.466 0.956 0.900 
Ave 188.807 0.994 0.988 616.870 0.957 0.902 
All 161.350 0.996 0.992 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 527.088 0.962 0.924 1009.447 0.952 0.890 
2 578.738 0.957 0.915 649.886 0.956 0.899 
3 671.727 0.935 0.872 489.166 0.898 0.775 
4 521.191 0.969 0.938 302.451 0.967 0.924 
5 430.776 0.975 0.949 858.078 0.909 0.802 
6 571.480 0.961 0.921 510.867 0.958 0.905 
7 502.434 0.955 0.911 2339.397 0.713 0.427 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
8 575.701 0.949 0.898 1647.075 0.783 0.549 
9 514.897 0.966 0.932 867.094 0.790 0.562 
10 565.806 0.960 0.921 324.779 0.950 0.887 
Ave 545.984 0.959 0.918 899.824 0.888 0.762 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
All 479.871 0.968 0.937 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 487.879 0.971 0.943 248.613 0.942 0.868 
2 496.859 0.967 0.935 178.625 0.971 0.933 
3 498.658 0.970 0.940 139.306 0.934 0.852 
4 499.442 0.970 0.941 212.054 0.844 0.664 
5 446.967 0.976 0.952 411.637 0.823 0.632 
6 498.857 0.970 0.940 199.781 0.962 0.914 
7 413.701 0.970 0.940 713.738 0.835 0.647 
8 432.875 0.975 0.949 578.980 0.747 0.484 
9 498.491 0.970 0.941 66.540 0.984 0.962 
10 514.759 0.968 0.937 145.727 0.921 0.823 
Ave 478.849 0.971 0.942 289.500 0.896 0.778 
All 474.500 0.972 0.944 NA NA NA 
ONF GS1NRa 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 823.305 0.884 0.780 433.093 0.905 0.805 
2 1000.801 0.793 0.625 370.387 0.768 0.555 
3 971.938 0.825 0.677 362.474 0.740 0.514 
4 963.376 0.813 0.658 763.688 0.336 0.039 
5 796.180 0.895 0.800 457.358 0.649 0.373 
6 951.121 0.826 0.680 639.280 0.426 0.123 
7 1019.603 0.774 0.596 807.863 0.936 0.865 
8 810.238 0.889 0.789 674.379 0.910 0.815 
9 1017.371 0.787 0.617 267.192 0.825 0.655 
10 75.203 0.997 0.993 3809.621 0.259 -0.018 
Ave 842.914 0.848 0.722 858.533 0.675 0.472 
All 783.5869 0.88314 0.778373 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 1454.151 0.317 0.093 926.733 0.394 0.090 
2 1233.531 0.762 0.578 438.310 0.593 0.297 
3 1200.035 0.742 0.548 264.697 0.841 0.685 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
4 1171.181 0.791 0.623 495.631 0.470 0.156 
5 1265.924 0.558 0.305 368.319 0.820 0.644 
6 1376.874 0.562 0.310 277.754 0.753 0.536 
7 1393.234 0.345 0.112 1256.628 0.813 0.634 
8 806.786 0.968 0.937 1107.265 0.480 0.166 
9 1303.145 0.590 0.343 274.662 0.710 0.463 
10 208.561 0.988 0.976 3880.870 0.220 -0.038 
Ave 1141.342 0.662 0.483 929.087 0.609 0.363 
All 922.730 0.917 0.840 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 696.977 0.968 0.937 263.279 0.658 0.389 
2 693.559 0.961 0.922 145.190 0.763 0.547 
3 694.651 0.966 0.933 229.337 0.390 0.087 
4 658.722 0.969 0.939 194.645 0.612 0.322 
5 693.196 0.961 0.922 219.745 0.388 0.080 
6 666.920 0.967 0.934 157.052 0.729 0.498 
7 637.821 0.967 0.934 450.318 0.414 0.102 
8 710.564 0.956 0.913 388.996 0.098 -0.073 
9 680.992 0.964 0.928 145.484 0.738 0.507 
10 305.005 0.962 0.924 1264.968 0.215 -0.040 
Ave 643.841 0.964 0.929 345.901 0.500 0.242 
All 611.927 0.967 0.934 NA NA NA 
 
Appendix 2 Model evaluation statistics at TR 
TR GS1NR0.5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 281.464 0.816 0.664 314.267 0.680 0.450 
2 267.475 0.820 0.671 337.934 0.715 0.499 
3 245.700 0.854 0.729 487.919 0.578 0.318 
4 274.648 0.820 0.671 286.418 0.872 0.754 
5 281.410 0.799 0.638 286.556 0.804 0.638 
6 261.103 0.816 0.664 382.403 0.761 0.569 
7 293.053 0.789 0.621 345.438 0.632 0.385 
8 278.428 0.808 0.651 299.338 0.770 0.583 
9 276.274 0.807 0.651 351.591 0.741 0.539 
10 289.288 0.794 0.630 280.205 0.805 0.639 
Ave 274.884 0.812 0.659 337.207 0.736 0.537 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
All 289.539 0.788 0.621 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 226.161 0.897 0.805 257.871 0.754 0.559 
2 219.482 0.893 0.796 292.646 0.793 0.620 
3 215.317 0.903 0.816 360.706 0.633 0.386 
4 216.997 0.910 0.828 270.561 0.860 0.733 
5 197.957 0.919 0.843 294.176 0.784 0.606 
6 206.799 0.906 0.820 358.103 0.809 0.647 
7 202.010 0.915 0.837 324.759 0.687 0.459 
8 210.561 0.906 0.821 335.438 0.694 0.469 
9 200.782 0.917 0.841 352.300 0.733 0.526 
10 225.813 0.892 0.795 254.075 0.828 0.678 
Ave 212.188 0.906 0.820 310.063 0.758 0.568 
All 231.001 0.886 0.785 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 147.284 0.957 0.915 345.376 0.668 0.434 
2 145.105 0.957 0.915 334.107 0.708 0.490 
3 132.685 0.965 0.930 347.024 0.671 0.437 
4 141.993 0.958 0.918 266.696 0.832 0.685 
5 137.379 0.961 0.924 258.888 0.840 0.699 
6 144.080 0.955 0.912 372.161 0.777 0.594 
7 134.320 0.962 0.926 340.998 0.622 0.372 
8 145.459 0.956 0.914 336.516 0.667 0.431 
9 132.260 0.963 0.928 355.040 0.709 0.491 
10 136.303 0.961 0.924 281.514 0.781 0.600 
Ave 139.687 0.960 0.921 323.832 0.728 0.523 
All 148.394 0.954 0.910 NA NA NA 
TR GS1NR2.5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 202.150 0.952 0.907 360.292 0.858 0.727 
2 143.146 0.979 0.958 325.070 0.882 0.770 
3 213.169 0.947 0.896 356.258 0.976 0.951 
4 200.181 0.956 0.915 326.227 0.716 0.496 
5 251.176 0.932 0.868 394.242 0.810 0.644 
6 259.434 0.924 0.853 261.920 0.919 0.840 
7 217.082 0.944 0.891 268.262 0.956 0.910 
8 224.508 0.935 0.873 570.359 0.804 0.633 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
9 174.477 0.966 0.933 498.540 0.681 0.444 
10 208.625 0.952 0.906 303.731 0.891 0.788 
Ave 209.395 0.949 0.900 366.490 0.849 0.720 
All 211.775 0.948 0.899 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 176.790 0.965 0.930 351.131 0.868 0.744 
2 190.279 0.960 0.921 216.077 0.962 0.922 
3 176.955 0.965 0.931 349.701 0.957 0.913 
4 189.480 0.963 0.927 323.099 0.706 0.480 
5 167.574 0.970 0.942 393.959 0.825 0.669 
6 175.487 0.966 0.933 254.197 0.923 0.847 
7 188.489 0.959 0.920 304.385 0.909 0.821 
8 177.255 0.962 0.926 467.829 0.877 0.760 
9 173.771 0.966 0.933 272.175 0.932 0.864 
10 162.115 0.973 0.946 268.412 0.909 0.821 
Ave 177.820 0.965 0.931 320.096 0.887 0.784 
All 178.659 0.964 0.930 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 150.160 0.976 0.953 348.877 0.869 0.746 
2 155.273 0.975 0.951 281.863 0.924 0.848 
3 152.695 0.975 0.951 341.871 0.943 0.885 
4 150.858 0.977 0.955 310.449 0.738 0.529 
5 140.295 0.980 0.961 395.492 0.835 0.687 
6 156.653 0.975 0.950 305.769 0.892 0.789 
7 139.217 0.980 0.959 344.511 0.896 0.795 
8 140.142 0.977 0.954 515.667 0.836 0.687 
9 155.659 0.975 0.950 279.475 0.907 0.817 
10 153.722 0.977 0.954 292.025 0.896 0.797 
Ave 149.467 0.977 0.954 341.600 0.874 0.758 
All 145.783 0.978 0.956 NA NA NA 
TR GS1NR5 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 459.500 0.815 0.662 263.482 0.869 0.746 
2 429.056 0.817 0.667 659.145 0.777 0.589 
3 439.523 0.825 0.679 521.390 0.727 0.508 
4 425.594 0.836 0.698 541.449 0.549 0.274 
5 371.452 0.876 0.766 506.194 0.590 0.321 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
6 367.922 0.876 0.767 515.283 0.688 0.453 
7 453.513 0.810 0.654 412.500 0.766 0.570 
8 356.711 0.879 0.772 585.288 0.644 0.390 
9 435.030 0.817 0.666 669.340 0.688 0.451 
10 294.183 0.909 0.826 904.068 0.538 0.260 
Ave 403.248 0.846 0.716 557.814 0.684 0.456 
All 369.578 0.871 0.757 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 261.610 0.957 0.915 500.669 0.690 0.456 
2 294.802 0.941 0.884 710.191 0.700 0.470 
3 290.977 0.942 0.886 555.751 0.673 0.430 
4 294.198 0.941 0.886 513.063 0.605 0.341 
5 313.694 0.932 0.868 424.567 0.681 0.441 
6 308.260 0.931 0.865 594.666 0.424 0.147 
7 295.008 0.943 0.889 382.177 0.804 0.632 
8 302.311 0.932 0.867 776.661 0.445 0.163 
9 294.098 0.939 0.881 606.425 0.768 0.573 
10 298.301 0.926 0.856 895.020 0.548 0.271 
Ave 295.326 0.938 0.880 595.919 0.634 0.392 
All 283.225 0.946 0.895 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 282.725 0.943 0.888 393.852 0.779 0.591 
2 259.992 0.946 0.894 616.910 0.819 0.658 
3 264.820 0.947 0.897 526.944 0.711 0.485 
4 277.005 0.944 0.891 482.294 0.651 0.401 
5 271.387 0.946 0.895 439.736 0.648 0.396 
6 247.310 0.955 0.912 597.702 0.493 0.213 
7 256.716 0.952 0.905 379.459 0.818 0.656 
8 232.156 0.959 0.919 749.069 0.464 0.181 
9 251.364 0.950 0.902 630.347 0.699 0.467 
10 208.902 0.965 0.931 912.525 0.527 0.248 
Ave 255.238 0.951 0.903 572.884 0.661 0.430 
All 251.355 0.952 0.907 NA NA NA 
TR GS1NR10 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 269.199 0.950 0.902 1369.654 0.538 0.253 
2 476.854 0.874 0.762 630.701 0.753 0.542 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
3 467.446 0.877 0.769 430.584 0.907 0.814 
4 522.403 0.847 0.716 288.711 0.955 0.907 
5 522.471 0.850 0.722 291.136 0.935 0.867 
6 515.251 0.856 0.732 269.279 0.934 0.865 
7 511.906 0.852 0.725 420.864 0.885 0.772 
8 525.293 0.852 0.724 256.589 0.917 0.832 
9 524.371 0.840 0.704 462.764 0.897 0.793 
10 512.823 0.859 0.737 214.513 0.957 0.912 
Ave 484.802 0.866 0.749 463.479 0.868 0.756 
All 495.679 0.861 0.740 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 223.055 0.970 0.941 1417.953 0.493 0.206 
2 439.744 0.900 0.810 707.468 0.695 0.454 
3 404.819 0.919 0.844 561.918 0.840 0.691 
4 353.328 0.942 0.886 277.282 0.969 0.936 
5 439.920 0.908 0.823 297.362 0.927 0.853 
6 427.220 0.913 0.833 217.180 0.958 0.913 
7 417.771 0.914 0.835 343.344 0.931 0.859 
8 427.733 0.913 0.833 243.624 0.930 0.858 
9 361.629 0.927 0.858 745.642 0.718 0.488 
10 390.012 0.930 0.863 325.377 0.887 0.775 
Ave 388.523 0.924 0.853 513.715 0.835 0.703 
All 342.631 0.944 0.891 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 185.459 0.978 0.957 1387.545 0.512 0.225 
2 272.655 0.965 0.931 660.810 0.731 0.508 
3 291.011 0.960 0.921 378.828 0.931 0.860 
4 305.442 0.957 0.915 254.651 0.968 0.934 
5 281.341 0.964 0.930 254.896 0.961 0.920 
6 291.813 0.961 0.924 327.274 0.903 0.805 
7 274.467 0.966 0.932 438.519 0.873 0.750 
8 299.313 0.959 0.920 266.936 0.923 0.843 
9 288.236 0.960 0.921 580.394 0.829 0.670 
10 277.971 0.965 0.931 387.633 0.864 0.733 
Ave 276.771 0.964 0.928 493.749 0.849 0.725 
All 277.914 0.963 0.927 NA NA NA 
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TR GS1NR15 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 398.095 0.905 0.819 396.460 0.935 0.867 
2 354.982 0.923 0.851 481.278 0.886 0.775 
3 411.640 0.900 0.809 276.354 0.977 0.953 
4 106.950 0.995 0.989 310.622 0.925 0.847 
5 104.294 0.995 0.989 553.916 0.950 0.898 
6 311.609 0.948 0.898 562.770 0.673 0.426 
7 90.465 0.996 0.992 611.520 0.807 0.632 
8 276.638 0.954 0.910 544.251 0.856 0.719 
9 323.580 0.939 0.882 688.899 0.630 0.365 
10 105.434 0.994 0.988 469.368 0.949 0.895 
Ave 248.369 0.955 0.913 489.544 0.859 0.738 
All 104.334 0.995 0.989 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 248.219 0.969 0.938 490.963 0.856 0.718 
2 221.579 0.972 0.945 428.243 0.912 0.824 
3 241.949 0.967 0.935 164.777 0.979 0.956 
4 230.415 0.973 0.946 342.929 0.901 0.801 
5 201.363 0.977 0.955 522.955 0.887 0.776 
6 222.331 0.975 0.950 299.790 0.925 0.848 
7 220.613 0.973 0.947 407.046 0.919 0.836 
8 223.614 0.973 0.946 471.536 0.912 0.823 
9 242.578 0.967 0.935 468.350 0.827 0.668 
10 219.241 0.973 0.947 578.172 0.870 0.745 
Ave 227.190 0.972 0.944 417.476 0.899 0.799 
All 228.756 0.971 0.943 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 183.110 0.982 0.965 473.776 0.905 0.809 
2 190.356 0.980 0.960 472.125 0.891 0.784 
3 192.825 0.981 0.962 130.099 0.988 0.974 
4 192.763 0.981 0.962 383.727 0.875 0.752 
5 177.977 0.984 0.968 460.715 0.912 0.822 
6 191.560 0.981 0.962 353.578 0.881 0.765 
7 184.124 0.981 0.963 409.550 0.920 0.837 
8 164.954 0.985 0.970 510.409 0.877 0.757 
9 186.592 0.982 0.964 441.511 0.847 0.703 
10 191.784 0.980 0.959 506.231 0.926 0.851 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
Ave 185.605 0.982 0.964 414.172 0.902 0.805 
All 178.069 0.983 0.967 NA NA NA 
TR GS1NRa 
SVM 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 69.314 0.994 0.988 357.651 0.882 0.770 
2 63.306 0.995 0.991 247.497 0.902 0.807 
3 62.298 0.996 0.991 201.020 0.930 0.860 
4 62.510 0.995 0.991 215.170 0.898 0.799 
5 62.073 0.995 0.991 207.915 0.934 0.868 
6 62.777 0.995 0.990 220.556 0.953 0.906 
7 61.238 0.995 0.991 293.203 0.901 0.805 
8 63.226 0.995 0.990 177.792 0.958 0.915 
9 70.955 0.994 0.988 154.872 0.950 0.900 
10 60.424 0.995 0.989 358.549 0.949 0.897 
Ave 63.812 0.995 0.990 243.422 0.926 0.853 
All 62.156 0.995 0.991 NA NA NA 
Cubist 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 107.268 0.987 0.975 272.225 0.942 0.884 
2 94.277 0.990 0.980 223.715 0.870 0.748 
3 89.832 0.990 0.981 249.735 0.895 0.793 
4 77.619 0.994 0.988 153.324 0.946 0.892 
5 78.564 0.993 0.985 182.560 0.949 0.898 
6 90.894 0.992 0.984 195.573 0.957 0.914 
7 102.523 0.989 0.978 197.736 0.954 0.907 
8 69.959 0.994 0.988 173.309 0.967 0.932 
9 80.595 0.992 0.985 177.151 0.934 0.869 
10 70.358 0.993 0.986 418.532 0.929 0.857 
Ave 86.189 0.991 0.983 224.386 0.934 0.869 
All 68.729 0.995 0.989 NA NA NA 
Random 
Forest 
Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
1 102.918 0.987 0.975 269.400 0.953 0.905 
2 100.999 0.989 0.979 273.128 0.864 0.738 
3 108.547 0.987 0.973 249.466 0.890 0.784 
4 104.669 0.988 0.976 197.491 0.910 0.823 
5 103.215 0.988 0.977 322.700 0.830 0.677 
6 107.055 0.987 0.975 228.104 0.941 0.882 
7 106.392 0.987 0.974 225.980 0.941 0.882 
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Fold RMSE_tr COR_tr R²-adj_tr RMSE_va COR_va R²-adj_va 
8 105.192 0.988 0.976 182.873 0.969 0.937 
9 107.515 0.988 0.976 186.812 0.928 0.855 
10 107.198 0.985 0.970 365.752 0.956 0.910 
Ave 105.370 0.987 0.975 250.171 0.918 0.839 
All 100.902 0.989 0.977 NA NA NA 
 
